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This dissertation presents the design, analysis, experimental results and 
applications of a vibration-induced power generator with total volume less than one 
cml Two types of generators: PCB (Printed Circuit Board) and hand-wired were 
investigated in this work. The output generated by the micro generators were studied 
experimentally and verified by Matlab simulations as a function of generator 
dimensions and other governing parameters. A resonating structure formed by a rare 
earth permanent magnet and laser micromachined copper springs vibrating at 105Hz 
was recorded to generate 4V peak-to-peak AC and a RMS maximum power of 
with 150|im input vibration amplitude; a lOOOH load resistance for a hand-
wired coil power generator with 2132 turns of coil was used for this generator. Two 
different applications of the generator as a power source for wireless transmission 
were demonstrated. The ultimate goal of this project is to develop a micron-sized and 
circuit integratable electric power generator which is capable of producing enough 
voltage to drive a low-power IC circuit systems or micro sensors for robotics and 
automation applications. 
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Chapter 1 一 Introduction 
1.1 Background on Micro Power Supply 
Motivation 
One of the projected goals for Microelectromechanical Systems (MEMS) 
technology is to develop low-cost and high-performance distributed sensor systems 
for medical, automotive, manufacturing, robotics, and household applications. 
Ideally, these distributed systems will have their own integrated power supplies to 
reduce potential problems such as interconnection, electronic noise and control 
system complexity. Efforts are underway to develop integrated chemically based 
power supply with microsystems. However, where shelf life or replacement 
accessibility is a limiting factor, chemical power supplies may not be the optimal 
choice. 
In many applications, there is a need for embedded, remote and distributed 
systems because these systems can perform monitoring and control tasks. For 
example, we can distribute some monitoring systems inside a manufacturing factory 
where vibrations are present. Also, these systems can provide the significant data 
ftision and fault tolerance so that reliable data of temperature, humidity, vibration 
and pressure, etc. will be received by a monitoring server and the corresponding 
operation will be undertaken based on these data. However, these conventionally 
systems require complex cable interface，installation and communication network. 
Because of the above problems, the idea of the Low-power，Wireless, 
Integrated, Microsensors (LWIM) arose [1]. The LWIM has the advantages of easy 
installation, small in size, and without need for modification to large structures and 
systems where the LWIM are installed. Nevertheless, the power supplies to those 
systems become a problem. The conventional solution is to use batteries, but 
batteries are undesirable for many reasons: they are unsuitable for embedded systems, 
tend to be quite bulky, have a limited shelf life, and contain chemicals that could 
]1 
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cause hazard. A promising alternative to batteries is miniature self-contained 
renewable power supplies. 
On the other hand, stemming from the demands of portable devices and long-
life battery, there is a rapid development in low-power consumption microsystems 
design and low power management techniques. Moreover, it is projected that the 
power consumption of future low to medium throughput Digital Signal Processing 
(DSP) will be scaled to lO's to lOO's of jiiW [2]. Thus, an efficient micro generator 
which can convert ambient source to usable energy becomes a feasible solution to 
self-power supply systems due to development in low-power technology. 
Proposed Solution 
In view of the power supply problem, we believe that an integratable micro-
power generator could be a very good substitution to conventional batteries because 
the LWIM only need a low power source. The integrated self-contained systems will 
definitely enhance the applications of embedded, remote and distributed systems 
because all the modules, cable interfaces and self-power module are integrated by 
microsystem chips and ICs, and put in a printed circuit board (PCB) (Fig. 1-1). 
I ~ I DSP moduiri 
厂 IMEMS sensorl / 
or actuator ^ ^ f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ；.：“ 
Wireless  transmission V f i：^^^ 匕 Networking 
module module 
Fig. 1-1 Illustration of a self-contained distributed system in a printed circuit board 
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Moreover, with the help of micromachining techniques, we can build the 
vibration-induced power generator because they offer three distinct advantages: 1) 
minimized the size of the generator, 2) precise control of the mechanical resonance 
which is necessary to produce an efficient generator, and 3) batch fabricability which 
will allow low-cost mass production of commercially viable generators. 
1.2 Literature Survey 
1.2.1 Comparison Among Different Power Sources & Transduction 
Mechanisms 
Various integrated micro power supplies have been proposed recently. Matsuki 
et al. used an energy coupling method to remotely induce voltages on-chip by 
magnetic field in 1988 [3]. Kiely group built a miniature thermoelectric generator, 
which could generate electricity under temperature gradient in 1991 [4]. Rashidian 
and Allen demonstrated the use of electric field in dielectric loss heating by driving 
an electro-thermal micro actuator with high frequency electric field remotely in 1993 
[5]. Bates et al. developed a rechargeable thin-film lithium micro battery, which 
serves as a self-contained on-board power supply for micro devices in 1993 [6]. Lee 
et al. built a miniaturized high-voltage solar cell array which was effective in driving 
electrostatic silicon mirrors in 1995 [7] [8]. Some possible energy sources and their 
corresponding applications are listed in Table 1.1. 
]3 
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Table 1.1 A list of energy sources proposed for different applications 
Sources of energy Year Previous Work 
1959 Non-invasive pacemaker battery recharging [9]. 
1988 Voltage induction by external magnetic field in 
Electromagnetic field medical applications [3]. 
1997 Radio frequency powered identification tags [10]. 
1997 Inductively powered smart cards [11]. 
Human body 1991 Electronic wristwatch with generator [12]. 
… ， Miniature thermoelectric generator was used to 
Thermal energy 1991 generate power by temperature gradient [4]. 
. ^ _ Electrothermal micro actuator was driven by high Electric field 1993 �色 frequency electric field [5]. 
Chemical energy 1993 Rechargeable thin-film lithium micro-battery [6]. 
n 1 _ High voltage solar cell array as power supply of Solar energy 1994 electrostatic silicon mirrors [7] [8]. 
Human motion 1996 Human powered wearable computing [13]. 
A . Supersonic wave used as driving force of micro Acoustic energy 1994 objectives [14]. 
Even though conventional chemically based rechargeable or replaceable 
micro batteries are widely employed in current MEMS devices, they may suffer from 
defects such as finite capacity and shelf life. Batteries which contain chemicals 
which are hazardous to health are not suitable for medical applications such as 
implanted medical devices. In isolated or permanent systems such as embedded 
MEMS devices and space based MEMS, where real-time recharging or replacement 
of batteries becomes difficult, chemical battery may not be the optimal choice. There 
are also many applications where light, thermal or electrical are not practical or 
available. Therefore, we propose a new micro power supply which generates 
electricity from ambient mechanical vibrations. 
]4 
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A comprehensive summary of energy densities for microscopic energy 
storage was conducted by Koeneman et al. [15] (Table 1.2). They concluded the 
most practical forms of energy storage are micro batteries, elastic strain energy, 
magnetic fields, and electric fields for microscopic power supply systems. Thus, with 
the considerations of size, implementation and availability, the most practical 
approach is to convert ambient source energy to usable power from transducing 
mechanical vibration energy to elastic strain energy which is stored in a spring so 
that the stored energy can be directly converted to electrical energy by mounting 
some magnetic field on the spring because of the change of magnetic field. 
Comparing with other energy sources, the generator based on transducing 
mechanical vibrations has some distinct advantages: it functions in a constant 
temperature field, and it can be activated by a person. It is particularly suited for 
machine mounted sensors, where the vibration of the machinery provides the power, 
or body area sensors, where movement of the human body generates vibrations that 
can be used as a power source. 
Table 1.2 Summary of energy densities for energy storage [15] 
Storage Method Energy Density (J/L) Parameters 
: J ： iFission Fuel j 1.5x10^^ U235 
i ‘ ^ — — . — — — . . . . 1 
Combustion Reactions i 3.5x10^ Gasoline 二 
• ‘： ； — « 1 Electrochemical Cell i 2.1x10^ Li — aX^Os •• • I — ‘ — - • -- —— - -. Heat Capacity ！ 8.4x10^ Water, AT=20K 1 L — J  Latent Heat | 1.0x10^ “ Refrigerant 11 
- ‘ ‘ - 1 •——--- _ _圓圓•,圓 Fuel Cell i 6.5x10^ Kb - O2, latm 
…-•. “ -. 一 i _ _ � 
Elastic Strain Energy 丨 6.4x 1O� | Spring steel 
Kinetic (translational) 3.3x10^ Lead, v=24m/s 
Magnetic Field j 9.0x10^ ] B = L5T 
ilectric Field 丨 4.0x 1 � E = 3xl0V/m 
Pressure Differential 7.0x10^ — ] Tatm, Vo/V尸2 
‘ ‘"“ 1- 一 _ _• _ 
Kinetic (rotational) 2.0x10� 3600rpm, d=4500^m 
Gravitational Potential 5.0x10'^ Lead, h=4500|im 
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1.2.2 Previous Works in Vibration Based Generator 
R. B. Yates et al. proposed the idea of vibration based micro electric generator 
and performed a series of theoretical and feasibility studies in 1996 [16] [17]. In 
1997，the team developed an electromagnetic micro generator, which consisted of a 
planar gold pick-up coil and a rare-earth SmCo magnet attached on a flexible 
polyimide membrane of diameter of 2mm in 1997 [18] (Fig. 1-2). A maximum RMS 
power of 0.3 jiW was reported at a resonant frequency of 4.4kHz. They concluded 
that a non-linear spring stiffening effect limited the power generated from the device 
at higher vibration amplitudes. However, no structural optimization or integration of 
the micro generator to any circuit system was reported. 
Polyimjde membrane SmCo magnet 
I I , M T I 
^ n j—減丨f 
•I  
I S T ^ IJI.：! ILAI  
Planar Au coil 
Fig. 1-2 Schematic diagram of micro generator developed by Shearwood and Yates [18] 
In 1998, the MIT researchers, Amirtharajah and Chandrakasan successfully 
used a macro scaled (500mg mass) vibration-based electromagnetic power generator 
to drive a signal processing circuitry [2]. They integrated an ultra-low power 
controller to regulate the generator voltage, and a low power subband filter DSP load 
circuit on a CMOS chip, which consumed 18^W of power when there is a 500kHz 
operation of the subband filter corresponded to a level of performance suitable for 
sensor applications. They also calculated that a maximum power of 400^1 W could be 
generated for ideal case. In 1999, the same team reported that a MEMS-based 
vibration micro generator was fabricated and it can produce 4.29|iW usable power 
[19]. However, the power is too small to integrate into any low-power system. 
]6 
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To the best our knowledge, no one has published a work combining a MEMS 
resonating system and a low-power circuit system with optimized mechanical 
structures for specific applications. For this project, we propose to develop an 
integrated, efficient, and robust vibration-based power generator suitable for low-
power sensor and circuit systems. 
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Chapter 2 — Design of the Micro-
Power Generator 
For the completeness of this dissertation, some significant work in the 
generator design from Mr. Gordon Chan's dissertation is quoted [20]. 
2.1 Concept of Power Generation 
An illustrative diagram of the proposed vibration-based generator is shown in 
Fig. 2-1. The generator consists of a housing, spring, permanent magnet and coils. 
The spring is attached to a permanent magnet to form a mass-spring-damper system. 
The coils are fixed on the housing so that whenever the housing vibrates, the spring 
will allow a relative displacement between magnetic source and coils, thus voltage is 
induced, especially when resonance occurs according to the Lenz's Law. The law 
states that the electromotive force (EMF) induced is equal to minus the rate of 
change of the flux linkage when the magnetic flux passing through an area enclosed 
by a loop changes, a voltage is induced on the coil. 
Induced EMF s = •"“^^ n i � 
dt (丄” 
n 言 ，「z� 
R L T B’m — L -
T M R c ^ - H  
^ d r = p 
y(t) 
Fig. 2-1 Schematic diagram of micro generator system 
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2.2 Design Objectives of the Micro Power Generation 
As predicted by Amirtharajah et al [2], the power consumption of micro-
sensor systems will be scaled a level of 20 to 40fxW for the applications of detection, 
acquisition and monitoring because of the trends in power scaling. Therefore, based 
on the assumption above, some major objectives for the generator are listed in Table 
2.1. The generator should be smaller than Icm^ for easier integration. Moreover, the 
input frequency and input amplitude should be lower than lOHz and 500|im 
respectively in order for it to be feasible. 
Table 2.1 Design objectives in designing micro vibration based power generator 
Parameters Criteria i i � i i 
Size of Generator | Smaller than Icm^ ‘ I ： .,! . .. , Input Frequency Lower than lOHz I 
— —„—. .1.., . , Input Amplitude Lower than 500juim 
I—-•• — -— I — ； Output Voltage j More than IV 
—.——..—一…— — — .... —一—J Output Power More than 30 譯 |  
i 
To make sure the project objectives can be met, a systematic design process 
was followed (Fig. 2-2). During this process, different values of the intrinsic 
parameters of generator were tested by experiments and computer simulations until a 
generator which met our project objectives was found. 
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Start of Design 
(Constraints Given) 
Design 
(Changing Parametric Values) 
S = = LaJatorv 
(FEa) Experiment  
Comparison 
Between Results 
Design No  
,,Yes 
End of Design 
Fig. 2-2 Flow in the design process [20] 
2.3 System Modelling and Configuration of the Generator 
With the use of a 2nd-order system, we can model the output characteristics 
of the generator. The governing equations of this model are given below and the 
details can be found in [20] [ 2 1 . 
As indicated in Fig. 2-1, the displacements of magnet and housing arc given 
by X � and y(t) respectively, and the relative displacement of the magnet to coils is 
denoted as z(t) = x(i)-y(t). The spring has a spring constant k and it hooks to a magnet 
with a mass m which has a magnetic flux density B. The length of coils is represented 
by I with an inductance of L and internal resistance Rc. The mechanical damping d 
exists due to viscous friction in the air. The electrical output is the induced current in 
the system. The output power is determined when the voltage across the load R^ and 
the induced current are known. 
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The block diagram of the model of the micro generator system is shown in 
Fig. 2-3 and the details of the system parameters can be found in Table 2.2. A 
mechanical vibration input force Fin is fed into a second-order system corresponding 
to a spring-mass-damper structure. The output of the mechanical system is the 
relative displacement between magnet and the coils, and this output will then be fed 
into the first-order electrical system corresponding to the LR circuit formed by R (R 
=RC+RL) in series with coils L. The current induced will generate a feedback force, 
Fback which will dampen the vibration motion of the magnet. 
—“ ms' + ds + k I Ls + R 
Fback ^ , Bl < 
Fig. 2-3 Block diagram of the model 
Table 2.2 System parameter summary of micro generator studied 
Parameters Descriptions 
Fin Input force to the resonant structure 
Fback Negative feedback force by induced EMF 
Z Mass displacement relative to coils 
I Output current 
m Mass of magnet 
d Mechanical damping coefficient 
K Spring constant 
B Magnetic flux density of magnet 
/ Coil length 
Rl Load resistance 
Rc Coil resistance 
L Coil inductance 
] 1 
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From Fig. 2-3, a transfer function which relates the input force and output 
voltage is given by the following expression: 
V(s) = ^  
F(s) _ (Ls + R + r)(ms' +ds + k) + {Blf s (2.2) 
Since L/R is negligible comparing to R/R, the above transfer function can be 
rewritten as: 
厂⑷二 ^  , (2.3) 
ms + d^- -— s + k I R J 
By taking an inverse Laplace transform of (2.3) we can get the output voltage 
and output power: 
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2.4 RESONATING STRUCTURE 
2.4.1 Material Selection 
The material used to fabricate the resonating structure is crucial in the 
generated power of the micro generator as the resonating structure is responsible to 
transduce the vibration energy to electrical energy. The proper material is to be able 
to bear high stress as well as resist against any failure during resonance. Moreover, 
the displacement under a given input vibration amplitude should be higher since 
larger displacement means more the output power. 
Mr. Gordon Chan had carried out a comprehensive study of the differences of 
using silicon (Si) and copper (Cu) on generator performance based on (2.3) and the 
cantilever beam model [20]，and he concluded from simulations that for the same 
dimensions of the springs, Cu spring can give higher power while it is able to 
withstand higher input force. 
Previous experiments with Si bulk-micromachined resonating structures 
indicated that Si is very fragile to environmental vibrations and can be easily 
damaged [21]. Vibration generated by sudden shock lead to Si spring failure. Since 
long-term service is expected in the proposed applications, Si may not be a good 
choice. 
Moreover, Cu is non-magnetic and ductile with yield stress (300MPa) that is 
twice as much as that of silicon. The Cu spring is able to withstand higher stress level 
without being broken. The density of Cu (8700 kg/m^) is 2.5 times higher than that of 
Si, and thus a lower frequency can be achieved. For these reasons, copper is the ideal 
material as a resonating structure in this project. 
]13 
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2.4.2 Fabrication Method 
Bulk micromachining and laser micromachining were used to fabricate the 
Cu spring because they can precisely control the dimensions of the spring and affect 
the resonant frequency. 
Bulk Micromachining 
Bulk micromachining is commonly used to fabricate Si and Au because the 
technique provides high resolutions, straight walls and the ability to batch fabricate. 
A Si resonating structure fabricated by bulk micromachining is shown in Fig. 2-4 and 
Fig. 2-5. The structure is 5mm x 5mm x 0.1mm in size with supporting beams of 
300jLim width and 2mm length. However, bulk micromachining i s not typically done 
on Cu structure and thus laser micromachining was used instead. 
Fig. 2-4 A Si bulk-micromachined spring Fig. 2-5 A close-up of the spring 
Laser Micromachining 
The recent development in miniature electronic components and MEMS have 
made laser micromachining become an important fabrication technique. In general, 
laser micromachining can be used to carry out drilling, repairing and marking micro 
devices [23]. 
]14 
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The principle of the laser drilling is that if the laser energy is focused to the 
unwanted targeted material and it is absorbed, the intensive heat can boil the material 
until it vaporizes. Melting of material and pushing out of liquid phase by reactive 
pressure of vapor result in disintegration of the material, giving rise to craters or 
through-holes in thin plates for every laser pulse. The effectiveness of laser 
micromachining depends upon the thermal properties and the optical properties 
rather than the mechanical properties of the material. 
CO2 and Nd:YAG (Neodymium: Yttrium Aluminum Garnet) lasers have 
been commonly used in micromachining. Nd:YAG was chosen over CO2 because 
CO2 laser is designed for cutting and masking organic materials due to its 
wavelength at 10.6|im. Most rubber materials are highly absorptive at the CO2 laser 
wavelength so energy efficiency is higher for those materials. Conversely, Nd:YAG 
laser is more suitable for metal because of its wavelength (1.064|im). In terms of 
resolution, Nd:YAG laser definitely has better resolution, normally 10 times better 
then CO2, this is because of the limitation in wavelength of CO2. 
The Nd:YAG laser machine (Fig. 2-6) we used can provide a minimum spot 
size diameter of about 25|jLm. The cutting geometries and dimensions can be changed 
easily by a computer. Thus, it is most suitable when researching the optimal design 
of spring structure. A Cu resonating structure with 4mm diameter is shown in Fig. 
2-7，and a smooth structure was achieved after laser parameters were optimised (Fig. 
2-8 and Fig. 2-9). 
Fig. 2-6 Nd: YAG, Electrox laser machine (Model Number.: Scriba 2, D40) 
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Fig. 2-7 The SEM picture of a spiral spring 
Fig. 2-8 A close-up of a micromachined Cu Fig. 2-9 A close-up of a micromachined Cu 
spring before optimization the settings spring after optimization 
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Chapter 3 一 Inducting Structure 
3.1 Selection of Winding Method 
After reviewing various winding methods for fabricating the inducting 
structure of the generator, three of them are considered because of their possible 
integrability, batch fabricability and low cost. 
1. Coils on a substrate: 
Use electroplating or photolithography techniques to form Au，Al or Cu coils 
on a substrate such as silicon and PCB etc. NiFe can also be added on silicon 
substrate to form the magnetic core [24]. 
Coils on Silicon substrate: 
Advantages Low profile, small in size, integratable into microsystems, 
multi-layer is possible 
Disadvantages High resistance, costly, low inductance 
Coils on PCB [25] [26]: 
Advantages Ease of assembly, well-established standardized process in the 
electronic industry, multi-layer is possible, low cost in mass 
production, low profile, integrated into electronic circuits 
Disadvantages Low current carrying capability, relative low inductance, 
occupy larger area 
1 一 
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2. Wire-bonded Windings on a Substrate: 
Wire is ultrasonically bonded to substrate material or to other wires by using 
high-precision computer numerical controlled (CNC) wiring machine. [27 . 
:Advantages Multi-layer is possible, low profile, integratable into PCB 
j I and electronic circuits 
Disadvantages Costly, no batch fabricability，only few layers are allowed 
3. Hand-wired Windings: 
Self-bonded Coils: 
Windings are stuck by a strong adhesive and do not require the support of 
plastic formers, hence these coils are economical (Fig. 3-1). 
；Advantages I High inductance, low cost I 
！ ； I 
:Disadvantages : Not easy to integrate into Microsystems ^ ^   
Fig. 3-1 Different shapes of self-bonded coils 
Solenoid Coils: 
Coils are wound around a plastic or metallic fixture (Fig. 3-2) 
j Advantages ! Highest inductance, easy to manufacturing, low cost, easy 
I to integrate resonant structure I  
I Disadvantages High profile, bulky, not easy to integrate into 
I microsystems 
]18 
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Fig. 3-2 Solenoid coils with different housings 
After comparison among different winding methods, we considered PCB 
winding because it is a highly integratable winding method. Most importantly, batch 
fabrication in low cost is allowed for PCB windings. Moreover, multi-layer PCB is 
also expected to be able to give a higher output based on the needs. On the other 
hand，solenoid winding is also used in this project only because it can give the 
highest output. Thus, it is helpful to study the properties of the generator because 
solenoid winding can show a clearer effect caused by any change in the parameters. 
3.2 Solenoid Windings 
3.2.1 Fabrication Process 
To fabricate a solenoid winding, we first used a rapid prototyping machine to 
make a plastic housing and fit the resonating structure and magnetic mass inside (Fig. 




Fig. 3-3 Fabrication process of the generator with solenoid winding 
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3.3 PCB Windings 
Single- or Double-sided PCB Winding 
Boards were etched with spiral pattern on each side of the board to result in a 
multi-turn winding per side. The windings on each side may be connected in parallel 
or series with plated through holes or soldered with external leads. 
Fig. 3-4 Illustration of single- (or double-) sided PCB winding 
Multi-layer PCB Winding 
An illustration of multi-layer PCB is shown in Fig. 3-5. Multi-layer PCBs are 
fabricated in 3 general steps. The inner layers are fabricated as one or more double-
(or single-) sided circuit boards. These circuit boards are then bonded together with 
glass epoxy sheets, while being held in precise alignment, under heat and pressure. 
Finally, the laminated assembly is processed in approximately the same manner as a 
double-sided circuit board with plated through holes [26]. 
Fig. 3-5 Illustration of multi-layer PCB winding 
20 
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The overall thickness of multi-layer circuit boards is generally the same as for 
similar single- and double-sided circuit boards. This means that the insulating 
material between layers is thinner. The glass/epoxy insulation used for most multi-
layer circuit boards has excellent chemical, mechanical, and electrical properties. The 
number of layer were up to 41-layer in the 1980s [26]. The highest trace density up 
to 25|im/25^m (line width/space) can be achieved in a well-controlled environment 
[28]. 
There are three winding pattern that can be formed on the PCB, namely 
meander, mesh and spiral. A study of the performance of different coiling pattern 
was carried out by W. K. Mo et al. and they concluded that spiral can achieve highest 
inductance while the total power loss is also higher [29]. For generator applications, 
even though the power loss is higher, the higher inductance can compensate the loss. 
Most importantly, the spiral shape can reduce the total area of the generator and 
allow simplicity in the structure. 
3.3.1 Fabrication Process of the Prototype of Six-layer PCB 
To fabricate the PCB coils, we have to use an EDA (electronic design and 
automation) software, Protel 99 to design the layout and generate the files in the 
electronic industry standardized format, namely Gerber and NC drilling format. 
Gerber formatted files specify the dimensions and locations for every trace and via 
hole in every layer and the source codes can be recognized by most of the EDA 
machines, while the NC drilling file is used to indicate the number of holes, 
dimensions and locations of them. For better compatibility, each layers were 
generated separately as a Gerber file. 
Since there were no research done using multi-layer PCB to form a power 
generation structure, we designed a specific layout for performing a series of 
experiments. The followings were some of the objectives for designing the 6-layer 
PCB layout: 
]21 
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1. To study the generator output vs. the number of layers. 
2. To study the generator output vs. the outer diameter of the PCB coils. 
3. To study the generator output vs. different sizes of resonating structure. 
4. To study the differences between the PCB coils with hole in the center and 
those without holes at the center. 
5. To study of generator output vs. the number of generators connected in series 
array. 
6. To study the output with rectifying circuit on the same board. 
Steps to design the 6-laver PCB layout: 
Step 1) Using AutoLisp programming to generate a spiral pattern -
To generate the spiral pattern, an AutoLisp program with the dimension of 
the spiral was written (the source code can be found in the Appendix). The program 
draws a number of polylines (a form of straight line) and connect them together to 
form a spiral. This program can run in Autocad R13 (Fig. 3-6). Then a dxf format file 
can be exported. 
' ^ ^ r h 
pKMBd� : ZOK 
巧 a l l j\ 
Fig. 3-6 Spiral pattern drawn using AutoLisp program 
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Step 2) Import the dxf file and add the necessary inter-connection for each layer — 
As shown in Fig. 3-7，the layouts for different layers contain spiral curves 
were imported from a dxf-formatted file to a PCB layout software, Protel 99. The 
inter-vias were used for inter-connecting two layers (except for the 6th layer) to form 
a series-connected coil. In the top and bottom layers, through-hole pads are added for 
the external connection. A big hole for housing the resonating structure will be 
mechanically drilled is specified in the 3rd layer. 
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Fig. 3-7a Layout of the top layer of a sample Fig. 3-7b Layout of the 2nd layer of a sample 
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Fig. 3-lc Layout of the 3rd layer of a sample Fig. 3-7d Layout of the 4th layer of a sample 
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Fig. 3-7e Layout of the 5th layer of a sample Fig. 3-7f Layout of the bottom layer of a sample 
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The finished layout is shown in Fig. 3-8, the overall size of the prototype is 
5in X 6in and there were totally 25 different designs total. As shown in Fig. 3-9, we 
connect two or three identical generators together in series to form an array of 
generators. 
I - ^ r r / ^ r ^ . , 〜 二 \ :〜。.、/— 
-丄一 i I : _ ^ � …a ； 
. JrT . . m . V中 • � ‘与 I • • 4 .i » • . • • 
i^^^_ j © j 0 i 0 i Q i 0 i 0 f Q ^ ' 
；.|M«Wdl«e>4 iJ • 1 ： 
Fig. 3-8 The design layout of the 6-layer prototype with different generators on a board 
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Fig. 3-9a Array of two generators Fig. 3-9b Array of three generators 
Step 3) Generate the Gerber formatted files and NC drilling formatted file — 
After designing the layout of the 6-layer PCB windings, Protel 99 was used to 
generate the machine-recognized files, Gerber and NC drilling formatted files. In 
addition to a layer for drawing comments and gridlines, we generated a total of seven 
Gerber formatted files. Only one NC drilling formatted file was needed to produce 
since all the holes are through-holes and they can be defined in one layer. The 
finished prototypes are shown in Fig. 3-10. 
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Fig. 3-10 Different designs of 6-layer PCB coils 
Comments on design of PCB layout: 
1. Compatibility problem with spline curve — 
Since the Protel 99 cannot support spline curve imported from the dxf-
formatted file, we only broke a spline curve into many short polylines to form a 
spiral pattern (Fig. 3-11). If we use longer polylines instead of short ones (Fig. 3-12), 
the pitch of the spiral would not be homogeneous and this will cause serious 
photolithography problem because we have to ensure the minimum dimension of line 
width/space to be 100|im/100|im. Therefore, we have to use about 250 polylines to 
form a turn for every spiral. 
As a result, too many lines created a layout file and extremely large 
computing resource was occupied for processing such large number of data during 
the design process. Furthermore, some operating systems were not designed to 
handle such a large data processing, i.e. Windows 98. We have to use other operation 
system which can manage the virtual memory stably such as Windows NT 4.0 
Addition considerations should be taken for the fabrication process of the PCB coils 
since too many trace lines increases fabrication time. 
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Fig. 3-11 The close-up of a spiral which is formed by many polylines 
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Fig. 3-12a Distortion exist using Solidworks99 Fig. 3-12b A close-up of Fig. 3-12 
2. No buried and blind holes available in local foundry — 
Since the local foundry cannot support buried and blind hole, additional area is 
needed to allocated for the inter-connection vias at the center (Fig. 3-13). Therefore, 
for every 2 layers, one plated through-hole were added at the center of the generator. 
However, if buried and blind hole drillings are available we would only need 1 hole 
instead of 3 holes at the center. The minimum size of the hole is about 1mm and it is 
relatively larger than those fabricated by using micro-drilling techniques. 
• 
Fig. 3-13 A sample of the 6-layer prototype 
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Chapter 4 — Experimental Results 
4.1 Experimental Setup 
4,1.1 Generator Systems 
The structures of hand-wired generator and PCB generator are shown in Fig. 
4-1 and Fig. 4-2 respectively. The generators are constructed by putting the mass-
spring structure in the center of the PCB and hand-wired coils. 
Fig. 4-1 The components of hand-wired Fig. 4-2 The components of PCB generator 
generator 
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4.1.2 Measurement of Vibration and Output from the Generator 
Measurement of Vibration Displacement 
The experimental setup for vibration measurement is shown in Fig. 4-3. The 
housing displacement and the relative displacement between the magnetic mass and 
coils can be measured by a laser vibrometer. The vibromenter includes a controller 
(Polytec, Model: OFV 3001) and a laser head (Polytec, Model: OFV 303). The laser 
head can transmit and receive the laser signal from the targeted object and the 
received signal is processed in the controller. If we connect an oscilloscope to the 
controller, we can read the displacement amplitude directly. 
f • ； • ； i ^ � i mL . ；^；^^ Oscilloscope^^ \ Laser Head •‘:）^ ：…： 
i ^ g j * ™ ； • ‘ 
Controller ^ gg j j j^ 
Fig. 4-3 Vibrometer is used to measure the vibration displacement 
Measurement of Generator Output 
To measure the generator output power, two methods were used. The details 
are described as the following: 
Method 1 (Direct measurement of output voltage across a load resistor) 
By connecting a signal generator (Hewlett Packard, model: 8111 A) and a 
vibration drum (B&K，model: Type 4809) together, a variable simulated vibration 
source can be provided to the generator. An oscilloscope (Tektronix, model: TDS 
220) is employed to measure the output voltage V— from the generator across a load 
resistor R and then we can calculate the output power P directly with the simple 
equation P = Vout^/R (Fig. 4-4 and Fig. 4-5). 
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Fig. 4-4 Measurement setup for the generator Fig. 4-5 Schematic diagram of the generator 
output system 
We have fabricated a prototype of hand-wired generator for testing this 
measuring method. The important parameters of the prototype are listed in Table 4.1 
and the output of generator is shown in Fig. 4-6 and Fig. 4-7. Surprisingly, the output 
power as load resistance is not as smooth as expected and the peak power also does 
not appear at the 388.311 (As shown in later section, the peak power should appear 
when load resistance is equal to the internal resistance of the generator). 
After connecting a load resistor in series to the generator, we observed that, 
the negative feedback force. /办此众=-BlI，dampens the magnet vibration motion 
which significantly affects the generator output. The main reason is because the 
generated current passes through the coil of the generator, especially when the load 
resistor is small. Thus, we should aware of this load depending effect in the generator 
output. Nevertheless, for some electronic circuits involve complicated structures, it is 
not easy to predict the generator output, for instance the inductance, capacitance, 
resistance and other factors may vary dramatically when these circuits are operating. 
In alleviate this problem, an energy reservoir circuit should be included to avoid 
insufficient power supply when the circuit load was changed. 
Table 4.1 Specifications of the test prototype 
丨 Internal Resistance (r) , 388.3fl ： Coil Length (/) 120m 
! Inductance {L) ; Input Frequency『丨—115Hz 
‘ I I I  
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Fig. 4-6 Output voltage of the generator without Fig. 4-7 RMS output power vs. resistive loading 
loading 
However, the effect of negative feedback force is not significant in PCB 
generator as the coil length I of PCB coils is generally much shorter than that of 
solenoid coils. Moreover, the resistance per unit length of PCB coils is 4 times 
greater than that of the solenoid coils, and thus the current and negative feedback 
force will be 4 times greater than solenoid coils. Take our prototypes for example, a 
solenoid coil is 10 times longer than a PCB coil so that the negative feedback force is 
40 times larger. In later section, we will see that the effect of negative feedback force 
is negligible in PCB generators. Therefore, the following method is used to measure 
the PCB generator output. 
Method 2 (Use calculation method to calculate output power) 
In addition to above measuring method, we can also predict the output power by 
only measuring no-load output voltage Vno-ioad and internal resistance Rq of the 
generator by using (4.1). The advantage of this measuring method is to avoid 
exhaustive measurement of the output voltages across different values of resistance. 
This method can give satisfactory accuracy when the negative feedback force is 
small and the load resistance is high. As verified in later sections, this method can 
give satisfactory predictions for PCB generator. Conversely, for hand-wired 
generator, method 1 is better because the negative feedback force is much larger (Fig. 
4-8). 
p — n _ ^no-load n / " � 
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Fig. 4-8 Predicted and measured output power for a hand-wired generator 
4.1.3 Observations of Vibration Motions 
Since the prototypes we have fabricated work at a relative high frequency 
range (about 60-120 Hz), we have to employ a stroboscope (B&K, Model: Type 
4912) to help observing and capturing the vibration motions of the magnetic mass. 
Fig. 4-9 Stroboscope helps to observe vibration motion of the magnetic mass 
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4.2 SPRING FOR THE MICRO GENERATOR 
4.2.1 Spring Micromachining Optimization 
In the laser micromachining we can tune both hardware and software settings 
to optimize the spring. As for the laser hardware settings, we can adjust aperture 
diameter, focus ring and zoom ring to control the diameter of laser beam. The 
smaller the aperture diameter, the smoother the cutting edge. While the software 
controls power, frequency and rate. The cutting power and speed mainly affects the 
thermal diffusion of the cutting path. Generally speaking, increasing the frequency of 
laser pulse and decreasing power and speed will decrease the roughness. 
To ensuring there is enough power to cut the object, we have to set the 
expander to have an expansion factor of 8 times (Fig. 4-10). 
Fig. 4-10 The zoom beam expander in the laser machine 
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Laser Setting 1 
The settings of the laser are listed in Table 4.2. As shown in Fig. 4-11，the 
sidewalls were jagged mainly due to excessive power level and small ratio of 
frequency/rate. This greatly affected the accuracy of measured data and may have 
damaged the spring. 
Table 4.2 The original settings for the spring micromachining 
Hardware Settings Software Settings 
\Ape r tu re 0 丨 1.8 mm Power ‘ 6 0 % 
j i I Focus Ring 20 Frequency ‘ 6 Hz 
i I j — •• - - —-； j  
Zoom Ring 丨 17 | Rate i 30 mm/s 
丨 i I  
國 關 
Fig. 4-lla A SEM picture of the spring Fig. 4- l lb A close-up of the spring in Fig. 4-1 la 
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Laser Setting 2 
Based on the results above and after trying a number of tests, we got an 
optimized settings as listed in Table 4.3. By inspecting the sidewalls shown in Fig. 
4-12, it can be seen that the sidewalls are much smoother than before, and so these 
parameters were considered optimum and repeated used for consistency. 
Table 4.3 The new settings for the spring micromachining 
Hardware Settings Software Settings 
Aperture 0 1.5 mm Power 56.4 % 
.1 . • Focus Ring 20 Frequency 7 Hz 
Zoom Ring 17 Rate 15 mm/s 
Fig. 4-12a A SEM picture of the spring Fig. 4-12b A close-up of the spring in Fig. 4-12a 
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4.2.2 Mode Shapes and Spiral-spring Structures 
With a spiral-shaped spring design, different vibration modes were observed 
unexpectedly due to the complex spring structure. 
Bi-Sviral Spring 
Specifications of the spring structure used are listed in Table 4.4. With the help 
of stroboscope we can observe the vibration motions of the magnet. The three main 
vibration modes (modal shapes) were observed experimentally and they correlated 
well with the results obtained by Finite Element Analysis, that were carried out by 
Mr. Gordon Chan [20]. Purely vertical vibration motion was observed at 80 Hz, 
which we refer to as the first mode vibration. At about 105-115 Hz, the 2nd and 3rd 
mode vibrations occurred and their motions were mainly horizontal with the rotation 
about x-axis and the middle of x and y axes, respectively. 
Table 4.4 Specifications of the bi-spiral spring structure 
Bi-spiral spring structure  
Spring type i Bi-spiral | Center mass support radius (mm) i 0.7071*3 
Outer radius of frame (mm) : 5 i Spring width (mm) 0.5 
Frame width (mm) I 0.5 Total length of all springs (mm) | 55.2677 
thickness (mm) ； 0.1 丨 j 
In later section, we will able to see that a generator working in the 3rd mode 
generates more output power. 
鲁‘ w M n H i n Fig. 4-13a The 1st mode vibration Fig. 4-13b The mode vibration Fig. 4-13c The 3rd mode vibration 
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Table 4.5 Comparison of measured and ANSYS mode frequencies (Spring ciiameter=10mm, Total spring 
length= 55.3mm, Spring W x T=500mm x 110mm) 
Mode Experimental Freq. ANSYS Freq. Mode shape 
1st 80 Hz 81.53 Hz Pure vertical translation about z. 
2nd 107 Hz 131.50 Hz Rotation about horizontal axis x. 
Rotation about a horizontal axis 
3rd 113 Hz 135.59 Hz between x andy axes. 
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4.3 MAGNET FOR THE MICRO GENEARTOR 
NdFeB (Neodymium Ferrite Boron) permanent magnet is used to provide a 
magnetic source in the generator because NdFeB permanent magnet is able to 
provide the highest available energy product of 48MGOe (or 382 kJ/m^). There were 
questions whether different configuration of the magnetic source would allow the 
generator to produce higher power. Therefore, we carried out the following 
experiments and analysis. 
4.3.1 Generator Output and Magnetic Dipole Orientation 
The magnetic flux density varies significantly when there is a change in the 
normal distance between coils and magnetic dipole. Using the Biot-Savart law (4.2), 
we can approximate the relationship between the magnetic flux density and normal 
distance from magnet to coils [30] and the relationship is plotted in Fig. 4-15. 
I ^ 
• hT 
• • ^ 2t '"、：‘ 、，， ‘ d ^ < • 
Fig. 4-14 An illustration for (4.2) 
B = + 冰2 + (d + ,)2 ] — tan-if-^V/'+w^+jOI (4 2) 
^ L \ tw j \,tw )\ 、.乂 
Table 4.6 The specifications of NdFeB permanent magnet 
Dimension 丨 3 _ X 3mm X 3mm 
I Max. energy products (BH max) 342-355 kJ/rn^ or 43-45 MGOe 
Intrinsic coercive force (Ha) > 955 kA/m or I T i ^ O e 
i Coercive force (HCB) —卞36-876 kA/m or 10.5-11 kOe ！ 
i I ： I Residual flux density (Br) — T or 13.4-13?7kG — I 
j  
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Distance vs. Magnetic Fkjx Density 
0.71 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
0.6 "‘ . . . — 
\ 
0.5 \ -
r \ : • 
0.3 - \ -
\ 
0 ,2 - — 
0.1 - . . • -
0< 1 1 1 i 1 1 I  
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 distance (mm) 
Fig. 4-15 The normal distance to a face of dipole vs. magnet flux density 
From the chart, it can be seen that the magnetic flux density largely depends 
on the normal distance d between surface of magnetic dipole and measurement point. 
This shows that the generator should be designed so that the magnetic mass vibrates 
around the region with the highest change rate for inducing higher output power. 
In light of this, it is necessary to study the relationship between the vibration 
motion of the magnetic mass and induced output voltage. For this study, we 
employed a laser head and vibrometer to measure vertical displacement of the 
magnetic mass. The vibrometer output signal was displayed on an oscilloscope, so 
that the output signals from the generator and vertical displacement of the magnetic 
mass are shown on the same oscilloscope. By studying the relationship between the 
mass motion and generator output, we could understand the power generation 
process and pursue optimization. The following sections will focus on which 
magnetic configuration is better for the generator. 
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Vertical Dipole Configuration 
In this configuration, the magnetic dipole is oriented vertically and the 
relationship between the output voltage and vertical displacement of the magnetic 
mass in the 1st and 3rd vibration modes are shown in Fig. 4-16 and Fig. 4-17 
respectively. 
To explain the relationship between the vertical displacement of magnetic 
mass and output voltage we divide the displacement cycle by 5 states. At the 1st 
vibration mode, as shown in Fig. 4-16 and Fig. 4-18, the path a-b represents the 
magnetic mass traveling downward from the highest position with a zero velocity to 
the equilibrium position with a maximum velocity. During the magnetic mass going 
down, the output voltage generated by the south pole was higher than that generated 
by the north pole, and thus a maximum voltage was generated. Although the velocity 
of the mass was maximum when it went back to the equilibrium position, the voltage 
outputs generated by the north and south pole were equal and thus, no output could 
be obtained. Likewise, a minimum output voltage was recorded between state b and c 
because the south pole dominated power generation. Since the magnetic dipole and 
the velocity both affect the output voltage during a traveling cycle of the mass, we 
can get two power generation cycles. 
Tek ^ •Stop MPoR6oaojjs measure Tek ^ • st^ Mi>os 6oao;u$ measure 
� :O u t p u t 二 八： A ! ^ Chi: Output T . A . 
V j ! ！v. ； j ； I I I : CHI 
‘C/l): Vertical ‘ r / ^ r i ’： j Ch 2: Vertical Mz 
i displacementNl/ I ！/ \ displacement"\ ' A ！ ！ \/~Eh2 
1 v : v i ¥m 卞 麵 * 
CHI 100mV CH2 ZOOriiV ' M C ” ' Eri / W c A ’鋼,'CH2' '^Drriv ‘ M ^Oms •‘ £.t�f _ 
Fig. 4-16 Output voltage and vertical displacement Fig. 4-17 Output voltage and vertical displacement 
of the mass at the 1st mode (irregular sinusoidal of the mass at the 3rd mode 
output pattern is due to the mass not located 
exactly in the center of the coils) 
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m 
• "H 
Fig. 4-18 Mass motion in the 1st mode Fig. 4-19 Mass motion in the 3rd mode 
When the generator working at the 3rd mode, a similar output pattern could 
be obtained (Fig. 4-17). Starting at state a, the magnetic mass located at the 
equilibrium position and the magnetic dipole generated the same output voltage so 
that no output could be generated. However when the mass was moving to state b, 
the magnetic flux from the north pole passing through the right coils was more than 
that from the south pole. Moreover, a decrease of the magnetic field in the left coils 
also added some output voltage in the same direction. Thus, a maximum output was 
recorded before its velocity becoming zero. By similar analysis, we were able to get 
the output pattern as shown in Fig. 4-17. 
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Although the velocity of the magnetic mass working at the 1st mode was 
lower than that at the 3rd mode, the output at the 1st mode is much greater. The main 
reason is that the change of magnetic field when the mass going up and down is 
much greater. For instance, when the mass is approaching the highest position, there 
is a sharp change in the magnetic field because the decrease of the field of the N-pole 
and increase of that of the S-pole will both generate outputs in the same direction. 
Notice that the irregular sinusoidal output pattern as shown in Fig. 4-16 is due to the 
mass not located exactly in the center of the coils. 
Horizontal Dipole Configuration 
When orientation of the magnetic dipole is horizontal, different output 
patterns were recorded (Fig. 4-20 and Fig. 4-21). When the generator working at the 
1st mode, no matter how fast was the mass vibration motion, the output should be 
zero because the output obtained from the S- and N-pole will cancel each other. 
However, there was a small amount of generated output voltage due to the spring 
non-linearity. The non-linearity effect does not allow the mass to vibrate exactly 
vertical (Fig. 4-22). 
Tek 冉 • Sto^  M POK eoooj^ s measure TgI^  ^ »Stop^  M Poc O.OOO5 , measure 
[ C h l \ Output - 1 A -； .A- ： 2 �Ch J: Output — ^ ^ . " ； ― 驢 
r • '^'j • 代 . - •‘. • •»•• • I,f«_ I • • ». , _ �• • I _ » H M - ^ I > 11 i 1111 i r . , • _ fflOSJ Ch 2： Vertical ^ li 1 ；j 1； | ： ： isffi? C/^  2: Vertical rv 1 ！ ： j | ： i B displacementN<^. i ; ； ^ d i s p l a c e m e n t ^ L j — l / i i ^ — ^ H T " 
[：_ ； ： ： ： b : ： ： ： ； • ： ; u ： ： ： EIS 
c m 50._0mv CH2 200mV M S-Wiro Ext 7 I ^ V C H I . SOOfnVEwCH2 ‘ s l O m V . ‘ M S.oimj ' " " " " fcHi ' / 6力OV  
Fig. 4-20 Output voltage & vertical displacement Fig. 4-21 Output voltage & vertical displacement 
of the mass at the 1 st mode of the mass at the 3rd mode 
• 
Fig. 4-22 Illustration of the effect of spring non-linearity 
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As illustrated in Fig. 4-21, when the generator vibrates at the 3rd mode, a 
"perfect" sinusoidal and large output (2V p-p) could be obtained. From the same 
figure, we can know that whenever the magnetic mass moving back to the 
equilibrium position, output voltage would be maximum or minimum. Apart from 
the velocity of the mass is maximum at the equilibrium position (note that the slope 
of the vertical displacement at a, c and e are maximum), the outputs generated by the 
dipole were in the same direction. For instance, as shown in Fig. 4-24, when the mass 
moved back from state b to c, the decrease of N-field and the increase of S-field on 
different sides of coils generated the outputs in the same direction. As a result, their 
outputs were superimposed and a highest output voltage was realized. Different from 
other configurations and vibration modes, the decrease and increase of magnetic field 
in the coils will always generated the outputs in the same direction, so that only one 
output cycle is generated in a mass vibration cycle. 
• 邏 
� _ � _ 
急瓤 
coils Fig. 4-23 Mass motion in the 1st mode Fig. 4-24 Mass motion in the 3rd mode 
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Table 4.7 The generator response under different configurations 
Magnetic dipole Vibration Vibration Input/Output Output 
configuration Mode amplitude frequency voltage 
1st mode 3.85 mm 68/134 Hz 320 mV Vertical 
3rd mode 0.238 mm 125/254 Hz 116mV 
1st mode 3.5 mm 70/140 Hz 112mV 
Horizontal 3rd mode 0.318 mm 110/110 Hz 2060 mV 
Table 4.7 summarized the response of the generator under different cases. It 
indicates that the horizontal configuration is the most desirable for the generator 
working at the 3rd vibration mode, since the largest output and smallest vertical 
vibration amplitude can be achieved. 
Best Orientation 
From the results above, we know that the best configuration is to put the 
magnetic dipole horizontally. Nevertheless, we found that we can further improve the 
generator performance by putting the dipole parallel to vibration motion of the mass. 
To demonstrate this, a PCB generator was used to carry out the experiments. At the 
first，we put the dipole in angle of 45^ to the horizontal vibration direction and thus, 
in the 2nd and 3rd vibration mode, we got both modes of the output voltage from the 
generator (Fig. 4-25). 
6 0 0 0 - - • 14 0 
Vibration amp. 
_ 5 麵 — — ] — V o u t p - p |l20 ^ 
罝 4000 一 T L - I j^QQ I 
5 - 80 ？ 
U 3000 浮 
§ - 60 ^ < > 
芒 2 0 0 0 — — I 与 6 n If _ 40 & 
、。：IMiJir卜 
0 50 100 150 200 
Input Frequency (Hz) Fig. 4-25 Vibration amplitude and output voltage vs. input frequency (original orientation) 
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After changing the dipole orientation parallel to the horizontal vibration, we 
could only get an output from either the 2nd or 3rd vibration mode (Fig. 4-26). 
Although, there is no voltage can be generated in one of the vibration modes, the 
output voltage can be greatly increased by this re-arrangement. This can be explained 
by a simple equation, e = Blv^inO when the magnetic source is normal to the coils, 
the greatest voltage can be induced. 
1 _ 300 
7000 ^ ^ ^ ^ Vibration amp. 
百 6000 Vout p-p 250 ^ 
总 r s 
召 5000 ^ 200 a a • f 4000 ‘ 1 � S) B - 150 cd g 3000 ^ 
•专 I I - 100 
与 2000 J B 
^ 1000 5 �^ 
。 ！ / 〒 CTT^ L 
0 50 100 150 200 
Input frequency (Hz) Fig. 4-26 Vibration amplitude and output voltage vs. input frequency (best orientation) 
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4.4 HAND-WIRED COIL GENEARTOR 
4.4.1 Performance of Different Design of Housings 
We had fabricated some hand-wired coil generators because we believe that 
they can give the largest inductance so that the highest output voltage can be 
generated • The following experiments are to study how the design of housing affects 
on the generator output. 
Original Design 
The illustrations of the original housing design are shown in Fig. 4-27. A 
circular platform is used to house the mass-spring structure so that the structure can 
be put in the center of the generator. Using this design we can get the maximum 
output voltage of 2.4V peak-to-peak AC at 1 lOHz (Fig. 4-28). 
.眷 举:赛 
Fig. 4-27 Illustration of the original design of housing 
Tek -TL 鲁 Stop M POS aooos MEASURE 
• ’ 
； 三 一_ ： i_一 Source 
： -.--："--：—•-：•——- 一 - _ : g j ^ 
] I I 1 \ 1 藉 Table 4.8 Specs of the original prototype 
1 . : … 广 料 … Z : ‘ Y . , , 人 : Number of turns 2 T T 3 ~ 
—从―猫与 1 一 与 I CoifLength- - 100m 
• V j V V ： ^ 丨 IntemaT艮esistance + 31811 
. UU^^fl I ——-- -a r ^ y ^ l Inductance 44.7mH 
Fig. 4-28 The max. output of the original prototype 
(2.4V p-p ac, 110 Hz) 
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New Design (Wall Thickness = 0.75mm) 
Concluded from the results obtained from magnetic source orientation 
analysis, the distance between the magnet and the coils is very important to the 
generator output. Therefore, we re-designed our generator housing to shorten the 
distance by eliminating the thick wall. The illustrations are shown as Fig. 4-29. By 
separating the housing by 2 parts, the resonating structure can stil l be mounted in the 
center o f the housing but thickness o f the wal l thickness was shorten. For the housing 
wal l o f 0.75mm, we can increase the maximum output voltage from 2.4V to 4V 
peak-to-peak AC (Fig. 4-30). 
Fig. 4-29 Illustration of the new design of housing (the wall is thinner) 
T e k 儿 • Stop M Pos 0.000s MEASURE 
— •—： 
Source 
• • • • ... iJ^ g^ 
；A n :a A 71 m 
：/ I \ i I \ / I 32.08Hz Table 4.9 Specifications of the new prototype 
/ V / \ / \ / \ / ' • S Number of turns ^ ~ 
I y V 丨 V V ：晨 �C o i l Length 100m 
‘ ； w Internal Resistance 33in 
t :....: : 160mV 
CHI 1.00V CH2 2.00V M 5.00ms CHI / -16.0mV 丁 , Inductance 54.6mH Fig. 4-30 The maximum output of the new prototype  
(4V p-p ac, 96Hz) 
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New Design (Wall Thickness = 0.5mm) 
If we further reduce the thickness of the housing to be 0.5mm, the maximum 
output voltage can be further increase to 4.16V peak-to-peak AC (Fig. 4-31) while 
the maximum output power is 832|jiW when the load is IOOOH at an input frequency 
of 105Hz (Fig. 4-32). 
T e k ^ • Stop M Po$； 0.000? MEASURE 
� . ’ ; . . . ' : . . . ' : . . . ' : . ' . " : • ’ . , : • . , , : . , . . . ’ , ‘ . : s 叫�eg  
t : ： ： ; : : 
L • i X . ： 八 . . . . i.l； i S z Table 4.10 Specifications of the new prototype 
六、：…�’…]^ Y • j汽 B I Number of t u r n s " " “ ^ 2 2 9 4 ‘ 
_ : ] V : : : V � : 1 / : : : : V•互 广 - - � i l l e n g t h -十 100m 
……-：• ； ； cj^f ： Internal Resistance 356X1 3333 
cmi.。。v CH2 — M 5.00ms CH1 / 28.。mv [-…-inductancc 54.6mH 
i 
Fig. 4-31 The maximum output voltage of the new “ 
prototype at 107 Hz (4.16V p-p ac, 105Hz) 
Power vs. Resistive Loadj 
1600 1  
一 I \ —•—Measured Results 
200 I Predicted Results 
[。。/^^^：^：：^卜 t 400 - f � ^ , , 
J 0 ——, , , ： -J 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 Load Resistance (ohm)    
Fig. 4-32 The output power characteristics of the new prototype (housing wall = 0.5mm) 
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4.5 PCB COIL GENERATOR 
In the prototype of 6-layer PCB coils, we designed a number of different PCB 
coils for the study of PCB winding properties. The experimental results are reported 
as folio wings: 
4,5.1 Size of PCB Coils vs. Generator Output 
We have designed some PCB coils with different outer diameter for 
investigating the relationship between the sizes of the generators and their outputs. 
Output of the # 5 Generator 
The picture of the sample and its specifications are shown in 
Fig. 4-33 and Table 4.11. The maximum output voltage of lOlmV was recorded 
(Fig. 4-34) and at this voltage we can get a max. output power of 8|JLW at 50fl (Fig. 
4-35). 
Table 4.11 Specifications of the # 5 generator 
“ H H I Input Freq. " " “ 9 9 . 5 H z ~ 
Bi-Spiral Spring gap=0.2mm 
丨 r Number of turns I 54 
^ B CoilLength -2.447m  
B B i l — Internal"^ 厂 而 — 1 I ^ I Resistance i ！ [ 
Fig. 4-33 Sample of the # 5 generator | Inductance | 0 . 16mH  
Power Vs. Load Resistance! 
Tek ^ • stop^  M Pos aooos MEASURE 1。 
Source ^ | • 
lam 一 ‘ • By Experiment 
脚 勝 I 
17‘ 卞 力 1 « I ^ \-—-h ^ — 
f VrV::: V:：霍,2 
^ • - ； CH2 Otf 0 1 ~ 
i k ： C H I 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 
Load Resistance (ohm) 
Fig. 4-34 Maximum output voltage of the # 5 Fig. 4-35 Output power of the # 5 generator vs. 
generator without load (148mV p-p ac, 102Hz) loading 
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Output o f the # Generator 
The picture of the sample and its specifications are shown in shown in Fig. 
4-36 and Table 4.12. The maximum output voltage of 148mV was recorded (Fig. 
4-37) and at this voltage we can get a maximum output power of 12|JLW at about SOU 
(Fig. 4-38). 
Table 4.12 Specifications of the # 6 generator 
I Input Freq. 102.1Hz 
^ H ^ ^ S ^ ^ ^ ^ H . I Bi-Spiral Spring ! gap=0.2mm 
I I Number of turns | 84 彳 — 
: H ^ S ^ ^ ^ H ' Coil Length^―~ 4.074m 
I f i B B H K B D I Internal 5711 
I Resistance 
u—— ； —.」 
. ^^ o 1 w r ‘ I Inductance ! 0.25mH Fig. 4-36 Sample ofthe# 6 generator j  
Power Vs. Load Resistance| 
Tek JL Stop M Pos: O.OMs MEASURE 12 L | | | 
p p n j o j f o j o j f " ^ g^ J I—^ByExperir；；； !^ 
ill零 
c m 20.0mV CH2 50.0mV M 5.00ms CHI y 6.00mV 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 
Load Resistance (ohm) 
Fig. 4-37 Maximum output voltage of the # 6 Fig. 4-38 Output power of the # 6 generator vs. 
generator without load (148mV p-p ac，102Hz) loading 
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Output of the # 7 Generator 
The picture of the sample and its specifications are shown in shown in Fig. 
4-39 and Table 4.13. The maximum output voltage of 196mV was recorded (Fig. 
4-40) and at this voltage we can get a maximum output power of 16|ulW at about 50-
lOOn (Fig. 4-41). 
Table 4.13 Specifications of the # 7 generator 
•
‘ I n p u t Freq. 9 5 . 3 H z ~ 
I Bi-Spiral Spring gap=0.2mm ' ————————-‘  — — —� 
Number of turns 108 I 
� — Coil Length 5 ] 13m 
丨—Internal ~16il ] 
Resistance i , 1 i j _ _ ； 1 Inductance 丨 0.34mH 
Fig. 4-39 Sample ofthe# 7 generator i I  
Power Vs. Load Resistance] 
Tek JL •S t o p MPO5： O^ OOS MEASURE 16 
I：',丨丨…""丨…丨：…’：.'，"•'_,""'」 >   
Source » • 一 am # • By Experiment 
八丨辣If•：彳i fivr^ "^  
y V : § 4 - I— 
CH2 0ff n ； _ • BIMa 0 -! 1 i 1  CHI ‘ sabmV ‘ CH2 50.mV M s'-OOro i:Hl"> -4Q0jjV~ 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 
Load Resistance (ohm) 
Fig. 4-40 Maximum output voltage of the # 7 Fig. 4-41 Output power of the # 7 generator vs. 
generator without load (196mV p-p ac, 95.3Hz) loading 
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Output of the # 8 Generator 
The picture of the sample and its specifications are shown in shown in Fig. 
4-42and Table 4.14. The maximum output voltage of 254mV was recorded (Fig. 
4-43) and at this voltage we can get a maximum output power of 20|JLW at about 50-
150n (Fig. 4-44). 
Table 4.14 Specifications of the # 8 generator 
j Input Freq. ^ 9 5 . 1 H z  
I Bi-Spiral Spring 丨 gap=0.2mm 
B H H ^ ^ I ^ ^ ^ ^ H M I Number of turns i 138 
�7 . 4 8 5 m 1 
. I n f e r n a l ^^五—―丨 
H m W l U ^ ^ B l B i m : Resistance 
：_： ——— I J 
Fig. 4-42 Sample of the #8 generator ！ Inductance 0.495mH 
\ 1 • 
Power Vs. Load Resistance] 
Tek ^ • Stop^  M Po« 0.0005 MEASURE 20 * 1  
1 • • y 11«J11 I 11 « J« i 11111111. 11 1», , I 111 i \ 111 i/t 11 114 Pf^ UL ^ ^ 
韓 樣 她 y : y : § 5 
..MagBm • Mean • ^  cm. 'sdOmV CH2" 10.mV M s'-OOmi CHl"y- 1.60mV 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 
Load Resistance (ohm) 
Fig. 4-43 Maximum output voltage of the # 8 Fig. 4-44 Output power of the # 8 generator vs. 
generator without load (254mV p-p ac, 102Hz) loading 
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Output o f the # 夕 Generator 
The picture of the sample and its specifications are shown in shown in Fig. 
4-45 and Table 4.15. The maximum output voltage of 290mV was recorded (Fig. 
4-46) and at this voltage we can get a maximum output power of 17|JLW at about 
150-300a (Fig. 4-47). 
Table 4.15 Specifications of the # 9 generator 
j j l j j m ^ m i i m Input Freq. 102Hz 
Bi-Spiral Spring gap=0.2mm 
Number of turns 168 
Resistance 
Fig. “ 5 Sample of the # 9 generator Inductance 0 . 5 7 m H 
Power Vs. Load Resistance| 
几 . . . • S t o p M Poc OJXXh MEASURE 2 0 p i r I j 
i T j g. • By Experiment | 
I j CH2 Oil 0 — 
！ i ™ 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 CHI •脇V • ‘e 记“assn^ TKs;' "..CKi/Kflmv— 
— Load Resistance (ohm) 
Fig. 4-46 Maximum output voltage of the 终 9 Fig. 4-47 Output power of the U 9 generator vs. 
generator without load (290mV p-p ac, 95.1 Hz) loading 
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Summary of the Output vs. Size of the PCB Coils 
Fig. 4-48 summarizes the relationship between the generator output and outer 
diameter of the generator. The chart shows that if the outer diameters of PCB coils 
are bigger than 22mm，the output power will start to decrease even though the output 
voltage still increase linearly. 
|Outupt Vs. Size of the PCB Coils| 
30 1 ^ 300 
I ^ ^ I 
0 20 zM/^ -ati— 200 §) 
1 ( “ �i I I 
0 10^ — 100 o 1 i s I 
0 0 16 18 20 22 24 
Outer Diameter (mm) 
Fig. 4-48 The relationship between the sizes of PCB coil vs. generator output 
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4.5.2 Effect of Number of PCB Layers 
Output o f the # 夕(2-Laver) Generator 
The picture of the sample and its specifications are shown in shown in Fig. 
4-49 and Table 4.16. The maximum output voltage of 88mV was recorded (Fig. 4-50) 
and at this voltage we can get a max. output power of 4fxW at about 50fl (Fig. 4-51). 
Table 4.16 Specs of the # 9 generator (2-layer) 
~ I n p u t F r e q . “ " " “ ^ 1 1 3 H z “ 
Bi-Spiral Spring ^ gap=0.2mm 
Number of turns 56 
j m j J j j j J I I I I Q ^ Q j H 4411 
Resistance j Fig. 4-49 Sample of the # 9 generator l—— — —J _ I 
(2-layer) j Inductance : 0.17mH \ 
Power Vs. Load Resistance | 
Tek ^ ，stop^ M Poy 0.000s measure g ^ ^  
I .:....:.、：、..:.」....:.:.�,.:. ：SfSS gs I • By Experiment 
• 神 判 : 1 \ 丨 : _ 1 鲁 如 - 丄 厂 丨 
1 圓 ： 圓 猶 I 一 
：… . . : C H 2 Off  
Gwag 0 ^ I 
CH1 20X)mV CH2 50_0nW M 5.00ms CH1 y 6.00mV 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 
Load Resistance (ohm) 
Fig. 4-50 Max. output voltage of the # 9 (2- Fig. 4-51 Output power of the # 9 generator vs. 
layer) generator without load (88mV p-p ac, loading 
113Hz) 
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Output of the # 9 (4-Laver) Generator 
The picture of the sample and its specifications are shown in shown in Fig. 
4-52 and Table 4.17. The maximum output voltage of 196mV was recorded (Fig. 
4-53) and at this voltage we can get a maximum output power of 13fxW at about 
10011 (Fig. 4-54). 
Table 4.17 Specifications of the # 9 (4-layer) generator 
Input Freq. | 107Hz ^ 
Bi-Spiral Spring ； gap=0.2mm 
E f i Q ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ I Number of turns 112 
— “ 画 6^433m 丨 
Internal 9011^ 
Resistance | \ 
• 5 I 
Fig. 4-52 Sample of the # 9 (4-laver) ——“ : — — — — — 丨 ^ Inductance 0.365mH � generator | ； i 
Power Vs. Load Resistance| 
Tek J L • stop M Pos： 0.000s MEASURE 14 1 i 1  r.……：....：.•….：•...:.………..i • ‘ 
： ： � ： ： … ： . ： S 趟 ^ 12 - h — • — B y Experiment 
. : . . : . : : . : ’ : • ： ： ~ ~ c m 3 10 - i - _ - • - - - By Calculation 
• i CH2 0ff n • 
園 u ^ 
a i r 躺 i 'e松 5d.6mv' M dooms' _ ……CHI 'As^OmV � 1000 2000 3000 4000 
Load Resistance (ohm) 
Fig. 4-53 Max. output voltage of the # 9 (4- Fig. 4-54 Output power of the # 9 (4-layer) generator 
layer) generator without load (196mV p-p ac, vs. loading 
107Hz) 
Output of the # 9 (6-Laver) Generator 
As we mentioned in section 4.5.1, the maximum output power for # 9 
generator is 17|jlW at the loading of 150-300^ and output voltage of290mV. 
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Output of the # 9 (12-Laver) Generator 
We use two identical 6-layer PCB coil stack together to form a 12-layer PCB 
coil. We found that the maximum voltage and power output are nearly doubled if we 
compare to the 6-layer PCB generator. The maximum output voltage is 564mV and 
the maximum output power is about 35|iW at 350-550fl. 
Table 4.18 Specs of the # 9 (12-layer) generator 
90Hz _ 
I Bi-Spiral Spring gap=0.2mm | 
H I ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H h I Number of t u r n s � 336 
— — — 
Coil Length 19^3m ^ 
S B B H B B I • m a T 26011 
I Resistance 丨 
Fig. 4-55 Sample of the # 9 (6-layer) “—7 ] 1——’ .-.\ Inductance ！ 2mH generator ！ i 
Power Vs. Load Resis tance| 
Tek JL. _ stop M Pos： 0.000s measure 4 0 1 1  
广丨…'"……•"……+'",”_……"，I…… • ‘ ！ 
• By Experiment 
1令.|厂• “ •.卜.••厂,，…V, I,,厂，“•1,1, •,广…• I, I, laiBgi PH ^^ ^^ ^ 鬆酬S 
laagu u -f  
cm ‘ loomv CI^ ' 5d.6mv ‘ M 5 . 6 d m V c m ' T " - i , 6 7 m v ~ 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 
Load Resistance (ohm) 
Fig. 4-56 Max. output voltage of the # 9(12- Fig. 4-57 Output power of the # 9 (12-layer) 
layer) generator without load (564mV p-p ac, generator vs. loading 
90Hz) 
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Output o f the # 9 (17-Layer) Generator 
We used 3 pieces of # 9 PCB (Two 6-layer and one 5-layer) to stack together 
to form a 17-layer PCB generator. We found that the maximum output voltage is 3 
times larger than the 6-layer PCB generator. The maximum output power is about 
45^iW when the loading is 350-60011. 
Table 4.19 Specs of the # 9 (17-layer) generator 
H H m i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ l I Input Freq. ！ 90Hz -
I Bi-Spiral Spring j gap=0.2mm ...… … 
j Number of turns | 476 
—I … … I 
Internal 36711 i m m i m w w B m i m i Resistance I 
I 
Fig. 4-58 Sample of the # 9 (6-layer) 了� — — ^ , 口 ^ P � j w Inductance 3.6mH ！ generator ；  
Power Vs. Load Resis tance] 
Tek J^ • Stop M PW: FTOOO$ MEASURE 50 1 1  
I H : 4 : 耶 ; j ™ O 40 - / V I |"^ByExperi圓 t 
: \ : J i i J i . . ^ I J CHI I N k By Calculation 
： I： \： t H i - f 
1,.,少""、•，，" •"•》、••，，• t > 11 Vi 1111 j > 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 li ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f liill : 
CH-i lOOimV SOOmV M wioms CHI / 4.00mV 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 Load Resistance (ohm) 
Fig. 4-59 Max. output voltage of the # 9 (17- Fig. 4-60 Output power of the # 9 (17-layer) 
layer) generator without load (744mV p-p ac, generator vs. loading 
90Hz) 
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Summary of Number of PCB Layers v^. Output of the Generator 
The followings are the summary of the experiments: 
1. As shown in Fig. 4-61 and Fig. 4-62，the internal resistance of the generators 
is linearly proportional to coil length and number of layers. That indicates the 
traces in the 6-layer PCB prototype was etched consistently and all the inter-
connections between different layers were connected properly. 
I Coil Length Vs. Internal Resist) |NO. of Layers Vs. Internal Resist. | 
百 柳 ] 百 4 0 0 . r — ^ 
S 300 ^ ^ S - 3 0 0 
i I ^^ 
给 200 • ~ 沿 200 7 乙 
圣 ^ - A t ^ 
I 100 E ——— c • c n  
— 0 一 “ 
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 0 3 6 9 12 15 18 
Coil Length (m) No. of Layers 
Fig. 4-61 Linear relationship between coil length Fig. 4-62 The relationship between number of 
of the generator and internal resistance PCB layers and generator internal resistance 
2. The generator output is proportional to the number of PCB layers (Fig. 4-63) 
or coil length (Fig. 4-64). Only a small drop in output when the number of 
PCB layers increase. Therefore, this shows that an increase in electrical 
damping coefficient only affect the generator output slightly. 
3. However, we found that at least 10 layers are required to supply a power of 
30}xW. The output voltage is not high enough to meet our project objective 
that the generator should be able to provide an output voltage of IV. If the 
generator output follows the linear relationship with the number of layers, we 
expect that we need at least 22 layers to provide IV output voltage. 
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Max. Output Vs. No. of Layers| Max. Output Vs. Coil Length| 
60 800 60 p—I ^ 800 
5 600 I ^ - 600 售 
f4o I r � ^ ^ ^ ^ i 
5 . - 4 0 0 2 5 ^ ^ ^ ^ - 4 0 0 B 
P P P ^―- O 
Cl ^ W ' ^ ' > CL 、 ^ ^ ；> 
I 2 。 J P ^ • 2。。I • 2。- ： 200 I oT 0 0 ~ 3 0 
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 
Number of layers Coil Length (m) 
Fig. 4-63 No. of layers vs. generator output Fig. 4-64 Coil length of PCB layers vs. output 
4. We also noted that the shape of the curve of load resistance vs. output power 
varies significantly when different numbers of PCB layers were used. The 
following charts indicate the output characteristics from 2 to 17-layer PCB 
coils. Obviously, the more the number of PCB layers (or equivalently, the 
higher the output power), the wider will be the working range for the 
generator. 
Output Power vs. Resistive Load 
45 2 layers 
40 tL 4 layers 
I 30 — l a y e r s 
I 25 t ^ H r ^ S L 12 layers 
- 2 0 � 
S 10 •一II 
5 1111 I  II 0 — j — — ^ j j i i j j i j j j i g i i i l 
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 
Resistive Load (ohms) 
Fig. 4-65 Load resistance vs. output power using different number of PCB layers 
5. We also noticed that the maximum output power occurred when the internal 
resistance equals to the load resistance. If we differentiate the equation for 
calculating the output power P w.r.t. the load resistance Rl, 
we can know that the maximum power can be delivered when the internal 
resistance of the generator equals to the load resistance. 
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6. By using (4.1)，if we change the internal resistance of the # 9 PCB generator, 
the maximum output power can be increased greatly (Fig. 4-66). In other 
words, the smaller the internal resistance of the generator, the sharper the will 
be the shape of output power curve. Thus, this indicates that we have to 
reduce the internal resistance by increasing the thickness of the copper 
deposited on the PCB and/or by using gold to instead of copper. Moreover, 
the load should also be low as well as close to the value of the internal 
resistance. 
Power Vs. Load Resistance| 
3�1 1 I -1 
A r= 100 ohms 
^ \ r = 200 ohms 
3 20 = 300 ohms — 丨: 
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 
Load Resistance (ohm) 
Fig. 4-66 The stimulated results of the output power vs. internal resistance of the generator 
7. Using (4.1) for the # 9 generator again, when the maximum output voltage 
increases, the output power curve becomes sharper and the ability of the 
generator to drive heavier loadings will be increased (Fig. 4-67). 
Power Vs. Load Resistance] 
3 � 1 I — I 
^ Vmax= 100 mV 
• Vmax = 200 mV 
: 2 0 I V — V m a x = 300 mV -
0 —— I I ； 
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 
Load Resistance (ohm) 
Fig. 4-67 The effect of the maximum output voltage generated by the generator (r =130fl) 
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4.5.3 Array of Generators 
Output of the #A Generator (6-laver) 
We found that the maximum output is doubled if comparing the array of two 
generators (# A generator) with a single generator (# 9 generator). The maximum 
output power is about 32|iW when the loading is about 150-24511. However, it is still 
not enough for application because the output voltage is not high enough to drive any 
circuit or device. 
Table 4.20 Specs of the # A (6-layer) generator 
Input Freq. 116Hz 
Resistance 
Fig. 4-68 Sample of the # A (6-layer) Inductance 1.7mH 
generator  
Power Vs. Load Resistance! 
Tek J L • STOP^ 1 M PW o.oooi MEASURE • 
t j Souice _ I 
L \ MS g^ _ By Experiment IMMl i:赞 
[ I CH2 0ff � ‘ 
I 3 B B S 0 1000 2 0 0 0 3000 4 0 0 0 
^^ bg so^ mv M s ^ CHI / -<33mv Load Resistance (ohm) 
Fig. 4-69 Max. output voltage of the # A (6- Fig. 4-70 Output power of the # A (6-layer) 
layer) generator without load (744mV p-p ac, generator vs. loading 
90Hz) 
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Output of the #A Generator (ll-Laver) 
We found that the maximum voltage and power output are increased by about 3 
times comparing to an individual 6-layer PCB generator. The maximum output 
power is about 62|iW when the loading is about 500-70011 Based on our knowledge, 
IV with more than 30|JLW will be able to drive some circuits. 
•
Table 4.21 Specs of the # A (12-layer) generator 
Input Freq. 90Hz 
Bi-Spiral Spring gap=0.2mm 
Number of turns 522 
Coil Length , 38.6m 
丨 Internal 丨 52211 
Resistance 
Fig. 4-71 Sample of the # A (6-layer) inductance 3.9mH � 
generator  
Power Vs. Load Resistancej 
Tek 儿 • stop M Pos: 0.000$ MEASURE • 
' 
: £ 60 / ^ S ^ • By Experiment mm iH CWOft 0 + 
^ B B S 0 1000 2 0 0 0 3000 4 0 0 0 
oT•滿V—CH2 so倾 M S.oorm “.....CHi'/Ussmv Load Resistance (ohm) 
Fig. 4-72 Max. output voltage of the # A (12- Fig. 4-73 Output power of the # A (12-layer) 
layer) generator without load (744mV p-p ac, generator vs. loading 
90Hz) 
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Chapter 5 — Modelling and Computer 
Simulation 
5.1 Modelling the Second-Order System 
Comparison of output voltage generated by translation and rotation 
Since the vibration motion of the magnet involves both translation and 
rotation (Fig. 5-1) when it vibrates in the 3rd mode, it is worthwhile to study how 
large are the output generated by translation and rotation. The generator output when 
the magnet undergoes translation or rotation motion were modeled by following the 
derivations of Y. Yam [30]. The following calculations and simulations used the 
equations of his model and which can be found in Appendix A. 
solenoid coil 
Fig. 5-1 Illustration of motion of the magnetic mass working in the 3rd mode 
Translation motion: 
讲 zi . 2 n (dz^ 
C O S — 旧 
2L " 
2>a cos f d z � • 一 ^  
• • O 一 L Vdt) 
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Since — 二 _ 
dt dt ^ ^ 
？iacoZ _ , � 
: . s = cos G^  cos(<5;0 L 
By plotting the — vs. time using Matlab, we get s^ ^^ « 62^a (Volts) (Fig. 5-2). a 
(For this case, 0) = 2对=2;r(105) rad, Z « 3 x 10"^  m, cos ^ ^ « 0.8, Z = 9 x 1 m ) 
Output Voltage Generated By Translation Motion 800 I , r j 
_ 
-800 L——^ —L — J_：— 
0.05 0.06 0.07 0,08 Time (s)  
Fig. 5-2 Output voltage and horizontal displacement of the magnet vs. time during steady-state 
Rotation motion: 
2L m 
Again, le ta = | s i n 2 凡 
. ( d A 
{dtj 
Assume/ 二 R sinicot), then — = Rcoco?>{cot) 
dt 
s = acoRsm/cos(ctX) = ao)R sin(i? ^ m{cot)) cos(cot) 
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£ By plotting the — vs. time using Matlab, we get s^ ^^ « 5a (Volts) (Fig. 5-3). a 
(For this case, co - iTf = 2;r(105) rad, R « = Rsin(纽)) 
180 
Output Voltage Generated By Rotation Motion 
2- 1 • 3 
m^ m IT* 
f 丽 _ 贈 | 
if y y V y j 11 
a 0 5 a o 8 Time (s)  Fig. 5-3 Output voltage and angular displacement of the magnet vs. time during steady-state 
Since the maximum output voltage generated by translation is much greater 
than by rotation, we will only consider translation motion in the following simulation. 
Tb^  ^ »$top^  M Poc q,000< MEASURF 
•�‘ T • 八 J ‘ • S0UfC8 
1,: v o l t a g e ^ ^ ： / V ； . CHI 
(< -t f 4111111 < > • 1111 1.. ijHjlH 
Ch 2: Mass rS. ： . : isomv 
displacement�\� . .—...„./:.:„\:. , . .„: cm 
ay: M 顏 • 
cm、'S00mVEWCH2 ‘ ra.OrnV ‘ _ M CHI / 0_00v 
Fig. 5-4 Experimental measurement of mass displacement & output voltage during steady-state 
Moreover, Fig. 5-2 and Fig. 5-4 both indicate the output voltage lead the 
mass displacement by 1/4 circle. It is reasonable to neglect the output generated by 
rotation. 
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Simulation o f Output Voltage Generated by Translation 
. f d z � Since the equation of the output voltage generated by translation = K —, 
\ d t ) 
where AT is a constant) is similar to the simple model mentioned in Chapter 2, the 
2nd-order model (2.3) still apply to simulate the output voltage and power even if the 
generator works in the 3rd mode. 
Before using (2.3) to predict the generator output, we have to determine 
spring constant, damping ratio of the mass-spring system and the value of K, because 
they cannot be measured directly by measurement tools. To determine the spring 
constant, we can measure the displacement vs. load, and the slope shown in Fig. 5-5 
represents the corresponding spring constant. Also, the spring constant can also be 
found if the resonant frequency is recorded, then using co = 4k7m , we can determine 
the spring constant k immediately. Although both methods can give a good 
approximation, the latter method is recommended because of ease of implementation. 
As for the damping ratio, the laser head and vibrometer were used to measure 
the input amplitude and output amplitude of the mass-spring system so that we can 
approximate the damping ratio by comparing the results obtained from experiment 
and (5.1) (Fig. 5-6). 
1 + 网 2 
(5.1) 
I \ \ ^ I 1 浴 II ^ J I . 
I Measurement of Spring Constant| | Frequency Response (zeta = 0.01 ) | 
Z 100 1 ~ 玄 10_ _Experiment 1 
E 80 少 f i 誦 Z f c l ^ ^ ^ g -^ Approximation 
I 6� 少 , 一 I 
1 20- ^ ^ I 0 ^ s r ^ ^  0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 1 ^ ‘ ^ ‘ 
Deflection in the center of spring (mm) ° ‘丨。—�；。�门。^ “ ; � “ � 
Fig. 5-5 Experimental measurement of the spring pig. 5-6 Approximation of the damping ratio 
constant k (k~ 40N/m) using (5.1) (damping ratio � 0 . 0 1 ) 
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Finally, the constant K, was determined experimentally by measuring the 
open-circuit output voltage and the value is 0.67. After getting all the values of 
parameters, Matlab simulations were performed and the result was close to 
experimental measurement Table 5.1 and Fig. 5-7. 
Table 5.1 Comparison between experimental and simulation results 
Experimental results Simulation results 
I 
V l (Rl = OCt) 4 V p-p 4 V p-p 
V l ( R l = LOOON) 2.58 V p - p 2.71 p - p 
P ( R l = 1000H) 830 M W 919 譯一 
灣 
-5 . � ‘ 0.5 '>.51 0.52 0,53 C-.31 0.55 Time (s)  Fig. 5-7 Output voltage and horizontal displacement of the magnet vs. time during steady-state 
Recall the equation (4.1), only if the no-load output voltage and internal 
resistance of the generator were determined, the output power versus resistance can 
be calculated, and we refer this method as the open-loop method. However, this 
method has a significant drawback especially there is a large negative feedback force 
caused by induced EMF. Fig. 5-8 compares the performance of using equation (4.1) 
(open-loop) and the 2nd-order system (close-loop method). Since the 2nd order 
system take the feedback force into account, it works very well when the load is 
larger than 1000 f l The reason why there is a great discrepancy between predicted 
and measured results with a load smaller than 1000 H is that the large induced 
current generates a strong magnetic field and it weakens magnetic field from the 
magnetic mass and, at the same time, the field dampens the mass motion. 
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Comparsion of different metho^ 
1500 measurement method 
^ 1200 -•— open-loop method 
思 k / w l -AT- close-loop method 
I 300 I — — j  
0 
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 
Load resistance (ohm) 
Fig. 5-8 Comparison between different methods 
In addition to the effect of the negative feedback force, unmodelled 
nonlinearities in the mass-spring structure, and non-precise prediction of damping 
ratio and magnetic flux density are attributed to simulation error as well. In short, 
this model provides a reasonable baseline either for optimizing or estimating power 
generation capability and system design. 
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Chapter 6 一 Application 
Demonstrations 
6.1 INFRARED SIGNAL TRANSMISSION 
We had integrated a hand-wire generator into an infrared signal transmission 
circuit as the power source. The incorporated generator can produce a maximum 
voltage of �2 V (AC peak-to-peak) to power up the circuit with an encoder chip that 
can transmit an infrared pulse wirelessly at an input frequency of 63Hz and input 
amplitude of 150|am. The schematic diagram of the infrared signal transmission 
circuit is shown in Fig. 6-1. 
‘ R2 4.7 
Ohm 
^ 曰 
——C2 L E D O — r 
D C output from — 3 14 ^ 
voltage r - ^ K l / O F F D O U T —— 
* , - ^ - ^ ^ K M O D E 0 S C 2 ^ ^ ^ I 5 12 n 
— — K 3 / S P E E D O S C l — p - —— 
- - 十 — - ^ n . J - 4 本 
— — — — - K 5 / S W I N G K 7 — — 巧 | 
0 0 IK _ 
^ ^ L I G H T / K 6 - — — 
^ SM5021 i i i 
Fig. 6-1 Diagram of the commercial SM5021 encoder chip 
The block diagram of the infrared signal transmission circuit is shown in Fig. 
6-2. Since the encoder requires DC voltage of about 2V and current of 2.4mA to 
drive, we had to use a quadrupler (Fig. 6-3) to rectify and step-up the generator 
output voltage (Fig. 6-4) and then use a capacitor to store the energy from it, which 
can drive the encoder chip if about 60 seconds of charging time is allowed. Thus, the 
encoder chip was able to transmit two infrared pulses to an infrared signal receiver 
every 60 sec. 
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�2 V ac 2.3V dc, 40|liA �2 V dc, 2.4mA / 
GeneratorM Quadrupler M 1.16mF cap (Motorola SM5021)|二 
L-f Encoder chip (2V，2.4mA)� 
� 6 0 sec ^ ^ 
Charge time Infrared pulse 
Fig. 6-2 Block diagram of the infrared signal transmission circuit 
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. . . » . . . % .e ( . . . « . ' . , . . J . . 4 • Y . . . J mtmf P , ^ . > , . . . , . , J* . f . , •. 
O 7 \ 丄 U i % \ U k i \ \ l\\ 1/ \i / 
h I !\ ： / i \ / ； \： / ： \ i \ f 
V . • . . . I . . . • J . V • • 5 . . I . . . \； . . 
iV I ;\f i VH 1/ i Vi 丨• 
1 • I . 1 5 . . . . . . . I  — _^_ ~^_ _^_ _I_ J ： I ： ： ： ： ： 
— ^ ^ I ： ： •  - \ ： ： ： 
j i ••.丨…卜.Output From Generation�2V AC .. 
t : I : : i : : : : 
__2___^  • ^ ^ I ^ ^ ：； 
VavgC2)=2.343 V V p - p ( l ) = l . 969 V F r e q ( 0 = 6 2 . 8 9 Hz 
Fig. 6-3 Schematic diagram of the quadrupler Fig. 6-4 The output voltage and rectified 
voltage of the generator 
6,2 RF WIRELESS TEMPERATURE SENSING SYSTEM 
After improving the generator output to provide 3.7V peak-to-peak AC at an 
input frequency of 105Hz and amplitude of 150|xm, we tried to further broaden the 
application range of the generator by integrating it into a temperature sensing system. 
The generator was demonstrated being able to power up a temperature sensing 
system, which senses the ambient temperature data and transmitted it as FM signal 
by a transmitter to a remote receiver every 3 seconds, without the help of any 
external power supply. The setup for testing the temperature sensing system and the 
schematic diagram of the whole system is shown in Fig. 6-5 and Fig. 6-6 respectively. 
For simplicity, we divide the system by transmitting and receiving module (Fig. 6-7 
and Fig. 6-8). 
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] Transmitting module | - # ‘ _ 
Fig. 6-5 The setup for testing the wireless temperature sensing system 
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Fig. 6-6 Schematic diagram of the circuit (Courtesy of Mr. Y. Wong ofCUHK CSE Dept.) 
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Fig. 6-7 Prototype of transmitting module Fig. 6-8 Prototype of receiving module 
System Descriptions 
a) Starting up 
Since the generator could not produce enough instantaneous power and voltage 
to supply the system, we have to add a specially designed module in the circuit to 
ensure there is enough voltage and power to supply the system. Referring to Fig. 6-6， 
a tripler is used to rectify and step-up the voltage to a usable level. The output of the 
tripler is about 3.7V at 70|aA. The conditioned output voltage is applied to a 
capacitor Cl, which acts as a power reservoir for the system. When the generator 
starts operating, it will charge up another capacitor C2 at the same time with a slower 
rate than Cl due to the resistor. The resistance and capacitances are chosen such that 
a logic gate MCI4001, will only switch after Cl is charged to 3.7V. By doing so, the 
system will not consume any power before enough energy is stored in CL This will 
prevent the start-up problem that the system will start consuming power while the 
supply voltage is not in its operating range. 
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b) Operation 
There are 3 main power-consuming components in the system: microcontroller 
(SX-28), temperature sensor {DS1620) and UHF-FM data transmitter (TX3). The 
controller is used to control the operations of the whole system, and process data. It 
will instruct the temperature sensor to start the conversion of the ambient 
temperature to digital format and read the newly converted temperature through 3-
wire communication protocol. The controller then send the data serially to the 
transmitter, which will modulate the digital temperature data into FM signal at 
914.5MHz to be received by the receiver module shown in Fig. 6-11 and Fig. 6-12. 
The data is readily available in digital form in the RXD of the receiver. RSSI pin will 
also indicate receive of new data when voltage goes higher. 
When the system is in sleep mode, there will be virtually no power 
consumption. CI will be charged up again. An astable multivibrator circuit shown in 
Fig. 6-6 will wake up the controller at a fixed period of about 10 seconds, which is 
enough for the voltage across CI to be restored to the value before discharging (Fig. 
6-10). The system will then send out a new temperature data again. The process can 
repeat indefinitely. 
Comparing the data transmitted and received (temperature = 28 °C) to the 
reading in a digital thermometer (temperature = 28.9�C, Fig. 6-13), we can conclude 
that our generator can drive the wireless temperature sensing system and the system 
has worked properly. 
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Fig. 6-9 Ch 1) Generator output voltage (No Fig. 6-10 Voltage across the wireless temp, 
load). Ch 2) Voltage across the wireless module, Vdd vs. time. Voltage drops from 3.6V 
temperature sensing module, Vdd to 3.08V after sending a RF signal (T � 3 1 sec) 
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Chapter 7 — Conclusion 
This dissertation presented the design, analysis, experimental results and 
applications of a vibration-induced power generator with total volume less than one 
cm^. Two types of generators: PCB (Printed Circuit Board) and hand-wired were 
investigated in this work. 
After carrying out comprehensive experiments and simulations, we concluded 
that the bi-spiral Cu spring is a desirable choice for the resonating structure because 
it can provide 3 different vibration modes. At the 3rd mode, the generator can vibrate 
horizontal with both translation and rotation motions so that the generated power can 
be greatly improved with less stress concentration in the spring. 
The electronic-circuit integratable vibration micro-power generators were 
successfully fabricated with a 6-layer PCB windings which were fabricated in a local 
foundry. The concept of using multi-layer PCB as the inducting structure was 
verified to be able to multiply the generator output power and voltage. The 
lOOjim/lOOjim (trace/space) PCB fabrication process had been used. An array of 
generators with 12-layer was tested to be able to produce a maximum output power 
of 62|xW and output voltage of 1.02V when there is an input vibration amplitude of 
150|im at 90Hz and 500-70011 load resistance. 
A hand-wired generator with a bi-spiral laser-micromachining Cu spring was 
tested to be able to generate a 4V peak-to-peak AC and RMS maximum power of 
830|iW with 2132 turns of coil, 150|Lim input vibration amplitude and lOOOfl load 
resistance. 
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Computer simulations for the second-order frequency domain analyses and 
the magnetic induction analyses using a computer software, Matlab were carried out. 
The results indicated that they are able to perform well for output prediction. 
We have also demonstrated that the hand-wired generators could be used to 
directly power up an infrared transmission circuit and a RF wireless temperature 
sensing system when there is a vibration source with 150|im vibration amplitude at 
lOOHz. Since a microcontroller is successfully incorporated in the RF signal 
transmission circuit and a temperature sensing system, it should be no problem to 
integrate our generator into any low-power distributed systems or more complicated 
signal processing circuits as those systems or circuit would not require more power 
consumption than those we have demonstrated. Therefore, the generator is expected 
to be useful in different ranges of applications. 
One point should be mentioned is that no device is perfect. Our PCB 
generator still needs to be improved in some aspects such as the fabrication process, 
resonant frequency, size, etc. 
We believe that with the advances in low-power technology, magnetic source 
density, and PCB fabrication capability, our PCB integrated generator will find many 
applications in low-power wireless systems eventually. 
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Chapter 8 — Future Work 
We have to admit that our PCB generator still needs to improve in design, 
output power and size. However, thanks to the trends in the advances of MEMS 
fabrication techniques, magnetic source, PCB fabrication etc., the weaknesses above 
will be eliminated eventually. The following are some possible ways to improve the 
generator performance. 
Design 
1. A rechargeable micro-battery can be integrated into the generator system to 
improve the stability of supplying power to the load. The rechargeable micro-
batteries can be charged up when the power output from the generator is more 
than required and discharge when the input vibration is not available or 
unstable. Thus, we always have the energy source to power up the circuits or 
systems. 
2. As discussed in Chapter 4，a highest voltage obtained in the 3rd mode 
vibration is due to the configuration of mass-spring-coil system that allows 
the coils fully induced a change of magnetic flux density change from +ve 
to -ve (or versus visa). In light of this fact, a magnetic analysis should be 
carried out for further improving generator output. The analysis can focus on 
shape and configuration of the mass-spring-coil system to maximize the 
change in magnetic flux density. 
Wireless sensing circuits 
1. When the input voltage for low power ICs, microcontrollers, MEMS sensors 
etc. can scaled down to about IV, much power consumption can be saved by 
eliminating the voltage modification circuit, and our PCB generator can be 
directly integrated into these low voltage and low power systems. Therefore, 
if the devices with lower input voltage can be used to replace the existing one, 
the size of generator can be reduced. 
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Resonant Structure 
Since the resonant frequency of the spring-mass system is quite high, we 
suggest the following solutions to improve it: 
1. Increase magnet mass: The equation f cc indicates that we can 
further lower the resonant frequency by increasing the mass of magnet. In 
view of this, we suggest to use a thicker magnet to replace our existing 
magnet. 
2. Use NiTi instead of copper: By comparing mechanical properties of 
different materials (Table 8.1)，we suggest 55Ni45Ti should be used for the 
spring structure. Nevertheless, the fabrication methods should be reviewed 
again. 
Table 8.1 Comparison of different materials for resonating structure 
Young's Modulus Yield Stress Ultimate Stress Fatigue Limit ： 
Brass 96-110 75-550 200-620 98-147 
— — I S F — 55-760 230-830 — — — 63 ] 
Titanium 120 — 760-1000 900-1200 364 “ 1 
! 83 1^-695— 895 --- —: 
3. Etched Lead-frame or precise metal stamping technique: If final design 
was made and the material of springs is compatible, etched lead-frame or 
precise metal stamping technique should be used for further improvements in 
manufacturing time, cost and spring quality. 
Magnetic Mass 
1. Grading in magnet: The magnet we are using is N45 permanent magnet. 
N45 indicates that the magnet is made of Nd-Fe-B with a maximum magnetic 
energy product of about 45MGOe (or 358kJ/m^). However, the commercially 
available strongest magnet is N48 with about 48MGOe (or 382kjW). 
Theoretically, the Nd-Fe-B magnet can reach a maximum magnetic energy of 
53MGOe [30]. Therefore, we expect the maximum magnetic energy will be 
further improved very soon as the magnetic material has been becoming 
stronger and stronger (Fig. 8-1). 
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Fig. 8-1 The trend in improving the magnetic energy density [30] 
PCB Fabrication 
1. Holes and Vias in PCB: As for the PCB fabrication, micro via technology 
can help in increasing the interconnection density in PCBs because they can 
minimize the sizes of blind and buried vias. Basically, photo via, laser 
ablation, plasma etching and chemical etching are some micro via 
technologies which will be used instead of the conventional mechanical 
drilling. A comparison between conventional mechanical drilling and micro 
via made by laser ablation can be seen in Fig. 8-2. As indicated in Table 8.2, 
there are some foundries already support the micro via technology. Moreover, 
in the same table, we can get the information that the minimal size of Plated 
Through Hole (PTH) can be reduced to O.OOSin and it is smaller than ours by 
13 times. Therefore, no matter which kind of micro via technology is being 
used in the PCB winding fabrication process, the PCB interconnection 
density can be increased significantly. 
Fig. 8-2 SEM pictures of blind holes using different drilling Fig. 8-3 The existing prototype 
methods: (Left) A mechanical drilled via of 00.044 in; 
(Right) A via of 00.006 in made by laser ablation [27] 
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Table 8.2 The trend in production capability of a PCB fabrication foundry [33] 
1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 
Min. Line Width / 4 / 4 m i l 3 / 3 mil 2 / 2 mil Space 
Layer Count 4 � 1 4 16 and Above 
8mil ^ ^ Min. PTH Size  
18 � 1 2 5 mil 12 �1 2 5 mil 10 � 1 2 5 mil Board Thickness  
Surface Mount Pitch 8 mil 6.5 mil 6 mil 
Impedance Control 10% 8% 5% 
Blind & Buried Conventional Micro Via Technology 
Vias  
Aspect Ratio 6:1 8:1 10:1 
2. Traces in PCB: In Table 8.2 again, the foundry is able to implement PCB 
fabrication process of line width/space up to 2mil/2mil (or 50|jLm/50|jLm), 
Besides, the thickness of the traces can be also increase so that we can 
increase the generator output by an increase in the conductor density inside 
the PCB. Most importantly, the surface area of our existing prototype can 
also be further reduced by 4 times if some prototypes can be made by the 
foundry. 
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Appendix 
The AutoLisp program for drawing spiral coils 
；Autolisp program to draw a spiral coil 
(defun coil() 
； Input parameters  
； 2 8 turns 
(setq Coil一OR 11.9864) ； Outer radius of coils 
(mm) 
(setq Coil一IR 6.2968) ； Inner radius of coils 
(mm) 
(setq Coil一Gap 0.2032) ； 8 mil -Distance between 
2 lazer paths (mm) = Coil width + Gap between coils 
(setq AngVel (/ (* 2 pi) 320)) ； Angular velocity 
(rad/time) - Small value gives fine model 
； Porgram start  
；Create coils 
(setq Coil—Length 0) ； Length of one coil 
(setq t o � ； Set initial time index 
(command "pline") 
(while (>= (setq R (- Coil—OR (/ (* t (* AngVel Coil—Gap)) (* 2 
pi)))) Coil_IR) “ _ 
(setq ang (* AngVel t)) 
(setq X (* R (cos a n g ) ) ) 
(setq y (* R (sin ang))) 
；Calculate coil length 
(cond ((> t 0) 
(progn (setq x_dis (- x x_pre)) 
(setq y_dis (- y y_pre)) 
(setq pt—dis (sqrt (+ (* x—dis x_dis) (* 
y_dis y—dis)))) 
(setq Coil—Length (+ Coil—Length pt_dis)) 
) — — -
) 
) 
(setq x_pre x) 
(setq y—pre y) 
(command (strcat (rtos x) (rtos y))) 
(setq t (+ t 1)) 
) 
(command "") 
(setq Coil_Turn (/ (* AngVel (- t 1)) (* 2 pi))) 
；Print output 
；Values of length of coil and number of turns of coil are in fact 
length of lazer path and number of turns of lazer path 
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(print "Length of coil:") 
(print Coil一Length) 






ModelHns the Generator (By Prof. Y. Yam) 
Case 1: Conducting Wire Model 
1 ~ > I X I X X X X X 
7 x x x x x x u ‘ . 
1 ^ x x x x x x Magnet ic X X X X X X lYi o CQ 
x x x x x x 似 
丄 I x l x X X X X 
Conducting 
Wire 
mx + c/x + kx: = f . 
J In 
Induced EMF: s 二一 ^ ^ = -Bl — 
dt dt 
Induced current i on the coil, 
di L — + Ri = £ where R = dt 
Laplace Transform: 
{Ls + R)I{s) = -BlsX{s) 
I{s) _ -Bis 
X{s) — (Ls + R) 
Restoric Force: 
Force = BIl 二 一 (邮“；^⑴ {Ls-\-R) ^ ^ 
Hence, we have a block diagram as following: 
, 1 j ^ M T ^ ^ ^ — S � 1 I 





I{s) = {ms'^ +ds + k){Ls + R) 生  
fin — 1 I {Blfs — {ms^ +ds + k){Ls + R) + {Blf s 
(ms^ +ds + k)(Ls + R) 
Let RL represent the charging device: 
(ms^ +ds + k)(Ls + R) + (Blfs ” 
with electrical response much faster than mechanical (or L « R): 
Bl 
_ = . 严 ” = 2 二 、 , � ms + )s + k s +(— + > + — R m mR m 
{d + ) is the effective damping adding mechanical and electrical damping R 
Since R = Rc+Rl 
Since x 二 ^ s in (^ ) and X{s) = A 广。 
S +0) 
= (ms2 +ds + k)X{s)=(薦2 + 办 + k)A , S + CO 
Kut 二 巧二、2 (所一 + 论 + k)A 2 � 2 
2 • , , {Bl)� 7 s^co ms + (J + + k 
/ D7\2 
Assume ^ is small when R is large and 
V ABUIlSco � / W — D/ 2 , 27 R(S +Q)) _ ABlRj^cDoosjwt) 
^outV) — ^ 
p . . _ {ABlR^cof cos\cot){t) — R^jABlcpf cos\cot)(t) 。“入)~ = ^ 
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Model of conducting loop 
Case 1: Magnetic mass vibrates up and down 
L 
: m a g n e t i c 
�’ N‘ mass 
0 = jB(x)'kdx 
XED 
銜)二 "0 饥 
\xf 
0 = ^ {2(n'k)dx 
械 J D 
n-k = cos 0 
Q 
Q 
0 = ^ Jsin/^cos^^ L « 
Q 
0 = ^ fsin^sin^/^ L i 
�= M s i n 2 夕 or 0 = ^ _ _ i 炉 — " o m 
L “ 2 2 ( z ' + R ' f 
c 一 她一 "om r 3 ) dz _ 3 聊zRi dz 
~ dt ~ 2 ^Tt'liz'+R'y'lt 
( S 8 
A|)|)cii(iix 
l e t — c o s 凡 sin2 凡 
3//oW 八 . 2 n f d z � 
Let the induced current be I, 
Force on the ring is: 
In 
F = I {dexB(x) 
0 
de = Rd联冷 
J Itc In 
F = ^^^ X n){n. k)Rd(p - jde^ x kRd^ 
4 万 X 0 0 
In 
since ^de^ xkRdcj) = 0 (produce a force on the plane along e^ direction. Integrate to 
0 
zero. 
and n-k = 
Attx 
n = cos + sin O^ e^  Again, e^xk = produce a force on the plane of the ring, integrate to zero. 
0 
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Ix + d ^ x + k^x — z"切 
①=BIXQ COS 
InducedEMF: s = -— = Blx,— 
dt ‘ dt 
( I \ 
Restoric torque "^―众 二 2 -BIx^ = Bllx^ sin 夕 
fh = m{k cos / + i s in/) 
e^ = i cos ^  + 7 sin • 
e^ = -i sin 卢 + j cos ^ 
4万 
丄4万丄3 
0 = ^ f2(N •m)dx AtiL 乂 
xeD 
n-m = {kcos0 + i sinOco^^ + Jsin没sin.m(k cos/ + Fsin/) 
n-ffi = /w(cos^cos/ + sin<^cos0sin/) 
� 二 丄（cos 没cos / + sin Gcos (p sin r){LdO){L sin 叫、 
�= f c o s外 i n夕 c o s ; f /傲 " [ f f sin2 彻 O S 和傲 -
3 0 
Appcii'li 
ju^m f sin^ & ) //.m (X> = — ~ 2j/r — COS/ + —•"“(0) 2 J ^ ALk ^ 
广 丁 f s i n 一 j 
Let induced current be I 
df = f x (de X ^(jc)) 
df = i f ' B(x))de - { f . 'de)B{x) 
f -fiL 
de = Re^ dcj) 
触 ) = A o Min'fh)-m 
n'fh = m(cos cos / + sin cos (j) sin /)L 
.(尸.B{x))de = ^ ^ R(cos cos / + sin cos (j) sin y)e^d(l> 
= ^ ^ R I ( - 0 sin 代cos cos y + sin cos • sin /)d冷 + 
jUqUI (2 贫 
^ ^ R 丄 ( j ) cos 代 cos cos y + sin cos (j) sin 
. ) s i n 树cos cos y + sin cos 伞 sin r)d冷=0 + J" sin 礼 sin / sin • cos 帕小 
An = sin sin y sin (jxi sin (b =0 •0 
. ) cos 树 cos e^ COS / + sin cos (j) sin f^dcf) = 0+ sin 么 sin y cos^ _ 
=；sin 礼 sin;^ 
.•(尸幻)凉=笠 s i n氏 s i n , ( 7 ) 
.(f. de)B{x) = 0 since {f-de = LRd 师.《）=0 
Hence, Restoric force = ^ ^ ^ sin^ s i n / ( 7 ) 
9] 
Apf)ci)(li •: 
The Matlab program for output power prediction 
% This program is used to calculate a manual-wound generator 
% working at the 2nd mode 
clear all； 
% System property 
m = 192*10^-6; % Mass (kg) 
d = 0.005; % damping coefficient 
k = 40； % Spring constant (N/m) 
L = 0.0546; % Inductance (H = Vs/A) 
R1 = 1000； % Load resistance (ohm) 
Rc = 356; % Coil resistance (Ohm) 
R = Rc+Rl; % Total resistance (ohm) 
P = 0.67； % effective B1 
% Input parameter 
A = 4.2*10^-3； % Input Amplitude (m) 
f = 105; % Input frequency (Hz) 
t = 0:0. 0005 : 0.8; % Time Range (s) 
w = 2*pi*f; 
X = A*s in(w*t )； % Input d i s p l a c e m e n t 
dx = A*w*cos(w*t)； 
ddx = -A*w*w*sin(w*t)； 
Fin = m*ddx+d*dx+k*x； % Input Force 
% Program Start  
num = [P 0]； 
den = [m d+P^2/R k]； 
[ e , o ] = l s im(num, den, F i n , t )； % f i n d t h e EMF of t h e s y s t e m 
V = e*Rl/(Rl+Rc)/ % calculate the output voltage across load 
p l o t ( t , V, ' r ' , ' L i n e W i d t h ' , 2 ) ; 
xlabel ( ‘ Input Frequency (Hz”），ylabel ( ‘ Output Voltage (V)‘)； 
title(‘Displacement and output vs. frequency'); 
grid on； 
hold on； 
plot(t, x*1000, 'b'); 
Vmax = max(V(1400：1600)) % show the amplitude of output voltage(V) 
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